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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung
Silberthiolat-Koordinationspolymere mit vielseitigen Eigenschaften ziehen aufgrund der
hohen Tendenz der weichen Lewis-Säure Ag(I) zur Koordination mit dem weichen LewisBasen-Schwefel

und

der

unterschiedlichen

Koordinationszahlen

von

Ag(I)

viel

Aufmerksamkeit auf sich. In dieser Arbeit wurden neue lamellare Silberthiolate (Ag-MPA) mit
einzigartigen reversiblen optischen Eigenschaften flexibler Strukturen hergestellt und mittels
NMR, XRD, DSC und XPS charakterisiert. Die polymerähnliche Natur von Ag-MPA macht
eine Hochskalierung der Reaktion möglich und ermöglicht eine einfache Verarbeitung,
kombiniert mit den reversiblen optischen Übergängen, die viele neue Möglichkeiten für
Anwendungen von der Bio-Bildgebung bis zur Optoelektronik eröffnen. Darüber hinaus kann
bei einer hohen eingesetzte Konzentration Ag-MPA zur Bildung von in situ-Gelierungen führen.
Durch weitere Modifikation wurde ein supramolekulares Silberthiolat-Gel mit verbesserter
NIR-Fluoreszenz, Ungiftigkeit und guter Wasserlöslichkeit erhalten. Die mechanischen
Eigenschaften kann durch die Mischung von Poly(vinylalkohol) verbessert und abgestimmt
werden. Dieses starke Biokompatibilitätsgel kann in vielen biomedizinischen Bereichen
angewendet werden, wie Wirkstoffabgabe, Bildgebung in vivo, photodynamische Therapie und
3D-Druck.
Dank der guten Wasserlöslichkeit dieses Silberthiolats lässt es sich gleichmäßig auf
Substraten verteilen kann, um daraus einen dünnen Film zu bilden. Darüber hinaus lässt sich
Silberthiolat-Koordinationspolymerfilem durch thermische Behandlung Silbersulfid herstellen.
Daher kann es als ideale Vorstufe zur Herstellung von monoklinen α-Ag2S-Filmen dienen, einer
vielversprechenden Klasse duktiler Übergangsmetallchaldogenide für flexible Optoelektronik
und Thermoelektrik. In dieser Arbeit wurde eine nasschemische Synthesestrategie entwickelt,
die unterstützte und freistehende α-Ag2S-Dünnschichten mit lateraler Wafergröße ermöglicht.
Mit ultraschneller Terahertz (THz)-Spektroskopie ließ sich verfolgen, dass sich die
photogenerierten

Ladungsträger

in

α-Ag2S-Dünnfilmen

einem

bandartigen

Transportmechanismus mit intrinsisch hoher Mobilität und Diffusionslänge folgen. Diese
Ergebnisse ebnen den Weg für die Verwendung von α-Ag2S-Dünnfilmen als flexible und
leitfähige Bausteine für tragbare optoelektronische und thermoelektrische Geräte.
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Abstract

Abstract
Silver thiolates coordination polymers with versatile properties attract a lot of attention due
to the high tendency of soft Lewis acid Ag(I) to coordinate with soft Lewis base sulfur and the
various coordination number of Ag(I). In this work, new lamellar silver thiolates (Ag-MPA)
with unique reversible optical properties and flexibility structures were designed and
characterized by NMR, XRD, DSC, and XPS. The polymer-like nature of Ag-MPA makes upscaling the reaction feasible and allows for facile processing, combined with the reversible
optical transitions, which opens up many new possibilities for applications ranging from bioimaging to optoelectronics. Furthermore, high reacted concentration can lead Ag-MPA to the
formation of in situ gelations. With further modification, silver thiolate supramolecular gel was
obtained with enhanced NIR fluorescence, non-toxicity, and good water solubility. The
mechanical properties can be improved and tuned by blending with poly(vinyl alcohol). This
strong bio-compatibility gel can be applied in biomedical fields, such as drug delivery, imaging
in vivo, photodynamic therapy, and 3D printing.
According to the good water solubility of this silver thiolate, it can distribute uniformly on
substrates to form a thin film. Moreover, the stable product after thermal treatment of silver
thiolate coordination polymer is silver sulfide. Therefore, it can act as an ideal precursor to
prepare monoclinic α-Ag2S films, a promising ductile transition metal chalcogenide for flexible
optoelectronics and thermoelectrics. In this thesis, a solution-processed synthetic strategy
enabling supported and free-standing α-Ag2S thin films with a lateral wafer size was prepared.
As evidenced by ultrafast terahertz (THz) spectroscopy, the photogenerated charge carriers
migrate in supported α-Ag2S thin films following band-like transport mechanism, with
intrinsically high mobilities and diffusion length. These results pave the way for utilizing αAg2S thin films as flexible and conductive building blocks towards wearable optoelectronic and
thermoelectric devices.
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1. Introduction

1.

Introduction
Coordination polymers are hybrid inorganic/organic structures formed by metal cation

centers linked by organic ligands in the form of one-, two-, or three-dimensional architectures.
The coordination polymers typically have these three characteristics: the center ion acts as
Lewis acid with empty electron orbitals; the ligand acts as Lewis base with lone pair electrons;
the central ion combines with the ligand to form a coordination entity with a certain composition
and spatial configuration. The first manufactured coordination polymer is Prussian Blue, a dark
blue pigment synthesized by Diebach in 1704. The correct structure for coordination
compounds and the basis for modern coordination chemistry was proposed by Alfred Werner
in 1893. Influenced by the nature of the central transition metal ion, different coordination
numbers, the metal to ligand ratio and the nature of ligands,1-2 metal coordination polymers
exhibit fascinating structural topologies, ranging from linear, to honeycomb, to square planar,
to diamondoid, and polycatenanes.3-4 In recent decades, coordination polymers were proposed
as potential materials for molecular storage, luminescence, catalysis, electrical conductivity,
and magnetism.5
Due to the hard-soft-acid-base theory, silver as a soft acid tends to coordinate with soft base
sulfur and exhibits a high affinity for sulfur. Silver (I) has a flexible coordination number from
2 to 7,6 and binds strongly to various sulfur compounds, which offer the possibility to design
silver-sulfide

coordination

polymers

with

desired

characteristics,

for

example

photoluminescence. Here, the ligand can tune to metal charge transfer, the metallophilic
interaction and the metal-centered electronic states. Compared to other metals, such as copper(I)
and gold(I), a relatively small number of publications deals with the luminescence silver (I)
coordinate complex.7,8 The thermal instability and light sensitivity of silver(I) increases the
challenging task of such analyses. However, due to the anti-bacterial and biocompatibility of
silver(I),9 designing luminescence and stable silver(I) coordination polymers is still an exciting
prospect. Various silver thiolate coordination polymers were synthesized in this work, and their
unique optical and rheology properties were studied. Moreover, based on this silver thiolate
coordination polymer, high quality thin semiconductor silver sulfide films were prepared,
which showed a high photoconductivity.
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State of the art
This chapter introduces the crystal structure and property of silver sulfide (Section 2.1.1),

different coordination states of silver(I) and properties of silver(I) coordination polymers
(Section 2.1.2), different kinds of interaction forces of supramolecular gels and polymer gels
(Section 2.2), and the principle of charge carrier dynamics resolved by terahertz spectroscopy
(Section 2.3).

2.1 Silver sulfide and silver(I) coordination polymer
2.1.1 Ag2S
In 1833, Michael Faraday discovered that the electrical conductivity of silver sulfide
increases with increasing temperature, which is the opposite compared to metallic conductors,
where the electrical conductivity decreases with the increasing temperature.10 11 This is the first
observation of one of the defining characteristics of a semiconductor.12 A semiconductor is a
substance with conductivities between an insulator and a conductor with unique properties13,
widely used in electronic devices, optical sensors, and light emitters.14-15 In the following
decades, more important and unique properties of semiconductors were discovered. In 1839,
Edmond Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic effect of semiconductors.16 In 1873,
Willoughby Smith discovered the photoconductivity effect of semiconductors.17 In 1874,
Ferdinand Braun observed the rectification effect of semiconductors.18 Since 1947, three
scientists Bardeen, Brattain and Shockley in Bell labs managed to make the first working
transistor -- the point-contact transistor.19 Various new semiconductor devices have been
invented with more advanced technology, materials, and applications. In the 1980s, the
semiconductor quantum dots (nanocrystals within a few nanometers) were found by Alexey I.
Ekimov,20 which helped achieve high-speed electronic devices and high-performance
luminescence detectors, such as quantum dot photovoltaic solar cell and quantum dot display.2123

The unique properties of silver sulfide, such as low toxicity, low production cost, narrow

band gap, and the tunable luminescence range of Ag2S quantum dots (QDs) should be
explored.24-27
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2.1.1.1 Crystal forms of Ag2S
Ag2S has three polymorphous modifications (α-Ag2S, β-Ag2S, and γ-Ag2S) with
significantly different structures and properties.28-29 At low temperature (below 450 K),
acanthite α-Ag2S exists as a semiconducting phase with a monoclinic crystal structure. Under
equilibrium conditions, from 452 to 859 K, argentite β-Ag2S exists as superionic conductivity
with a body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal structure. At high temperatures (from 860 K to melting
point 1115K), γ-Ag2S have a face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal structure. The homogeneity range
of Ag2S is shown in Figure 2.1.24, 28

Figure 2.1. Homogeneity range of Ag2S. Figure is adapted with permission from Bulletin of Alloy Phase
Diagrams 1986, 7, 263-269.28

The unit cell of α-Ag2S belongs to the space group P21/c with parameters a = 0.4231 nm, b
= 0.6930 nm, c = 0.9526 nm and β = 125.5°,30 the structure is displayed in Figure 2.2.31 The αAg2S phase is generally to be regarded as stoichiometric, while cubic β-Ag2±δS and γ-Ag2±δS (δ
=̃ 0.002)

is a non-stoichiometric phases. The non-stoichiometric β-Ag2±δS (δ≤0.002) phase has

high electronic conductivity of about 1.3×105 S·m-1, while the α-Ag2S phase has low electronic
3
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conductivity from 0.09 to 0.16 Sm-1 at 300 K.32-33 According to the report of Sadovnikov et al.,
Ag2S nanocrystals with diameter less than 50 nm are non-stoichiometric with ~Ag1.93S
composition.34

Figure 2.2. The arrangement of Ag and S atoms in α-Ag2S (space group P21/c): (a) the contour of
doubled unit cell, (b) monoclinic unit cell. The lengths of Ag1-S is 0.2511 nm, and Ag2-S is 0.2548 nm.
Figure is adapted with permission from Superlattices and Microstructures 2015, 83, 35-47.31

In another article from Sadovnikov et al.35, the in-situ acanthite α-Ag2S - argentite β-Ag2S
phase transformation was explained. When the temperature decreases below 450 K, the β-Ag2S
phase transforms to α-Ag2S. During the transformation process S atoms in the bcc sublattice
will distort to monoclinic sublattice. Silver atoms in the positions of the argentite (bcc) will
concentrate in the position of acanthite (monoclinic) (shown in Figure 2.3). The occupations of
Ag in α-Ag2S is almost 1 (shown in Table 2.1).

4
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Figure 2.3. (a) The experimental (blue) and calculated (red) XRD patterns of α-Ag2S (space group P21/c),
the difference between them is shown in the lower spectra. (b) The experimental (blue) and calculated
_

(red) XRD patterns of β -Ag2S (space group Im3m), the difference between them is shown in the lower
spectra. Figure is adapted and modified with permission from Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics
2015, 17, 20495-20501.35

Sadovnikov et al. explained the superionic conductivity of the β-Ag2S phase as well.29 When
the temperature is above 433 K, Ag2S exhibits argentite β-Ag2S phase.

However, the

occupations of these two positions are very low, 0.0978 and 0.0711 (shown in Table 2.2).
Therefore, to maintain the structure's stability, the mobility of Ag or Ag+ should be very high.
Moreover, the vacant site concentration is more than 92%, which provides the possibility of
jumping cations. This makes the β-Ag2S phase a superionic conductor.

5
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Table 2.1. Refined crystal structure of monoclinic (space group No. 14-P21/c(P121/c1)) silver sulfide
with α-Ag2S acanthite type structure: Z = 4, a = 0.42264(2) nm, b = 0.69282(3) nm, c = 0.95317(3) nm,
and β = 125.554(2)°.31

_

_

Table 2.2. Refined crystal structure of cubic (space group No. 229 – Im3m(I4/m32/m)) silver sulfide
with β-Ag2S argentite type structure: Z = 2, a = b = c = 0.4874(1) nm.29

_

_

Table 2.3. Refined crystal structure of cubic (space group No. 225 –Fm3m(F4/m32/m)) silver sulfide
with γ-Ag2S argentite type structure: Z = 4, a = b = c = 0.62831(8) nm.36

Similar to the β-Ag2S phase, the γ-Ag2S phase also has superionic conductivity. Because in
the γ-Ag2S phase, the occupancies of these positions are 0.88, 0.15, and 0.027,36 Ag atoms are
in constant motion over all possible positions, which provides the superionic conductivity
(shown in Table 2.3).
For acanthite-type α-Ag2S the band gap is ~1 eV at room temperature37,38, the temperature
coefficient is dEg/dT = 1.2 ×10-3 eV/K. The optical gap changes from 0.85 eV to 0.75 eV at the
transition point. For argentite type β-Ag2S, the temperature coefficient is dEg/dT = 3 × 10-4
eV/K (shown in Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4. Optical absorption of Ag2S at different temperatures. Figure is adapted with permission
from Philosophical Magazine 1977, 36, 941-958.37

α-Ag2S has a small carrier concentration (about 1014-1015 cm-3) and a large negative Seebeck
coefficient at room temperature. These properties indicate that α-Ag2S is an intrinsic
semiconductor and electrons are the dominant charge carriers (carrier mobility is 86.87 cm2V1 -1 32

s ).

2.1.1.2 Ag2S quantum dots (QDs)
The band gap between conduction band and valence band is a fixed value related to the
material for bulk semiconductors.39 When the size of the material becomes sufficiently tiny
(less than ~10 nm), the bandgap increases and more discrete energy levels appear as the size of
the nanoparticle decrease, which is known as the quantum confinement effect.40-41 This
phenomenon results when the movement of an exciton is impeded, and the total energy of
exciton does not change. Therefore, the required energy increases to create exciton-hole pair
when the particle size decreases to the exciton Bohr radius,42-43 which can be defined as the
separation distance between electrons and holes (shown in Figure 2.5). The optical wavelength
corresponding to a given bandgap energy Eg can be calculated according to the Planck-Einstein
relation.44
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𝐸𝑔 = ℎ𝜈 =

ℎ𝑐
𝜆

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2.1

c: the speed of light, 3.0×108 m/s;
h: Planck's constant, 6.63×10-34 J·m.
For semiconductor nanocrystals, also called quantum dots (QDs), the optical wavelength
decreases with the decreasing particle size due to the increase of Eg.

Figure 2.5. Scheme of quantum confinement effect. Figure is adapted with permission from the
Photoactive Semiconductor Nanocrystal Quantum Dots 2017, 1-30.45

Because of the narrow band gap, high absorption coefficient (~104),46 and low toxicity in
organisms47, Ag2S QDs are a promising material with near infrared (NIR) emission. Wang's
group synthesized Ag2S QDs with NIR emission in 2010.48 Their Ag2S QDs emit at 1058 nm
under 785 nm excitation with the size of 10.2 nm. In their further work in 2014, they obtained
a series of uniform Ag2S QDs sizing from 2.4 to 7 nm with emissions from 975 to 1175 nm (as
shown in Figure 2.6).42
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Figure 2.6. PL emission spectra under an excitation of 785 nm and TEM image of different size Ag 2S
QDs. Figure is adapted with permission from the Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2014, 118, 49184923.48

2.1.2 Ag-S coordination polymer
2.1.2.1 Coordination chemistry of silver cations
Silver is the 47th element in the periodic table. Its electron configuration is [Kr]4d105s1. In
group IB, silver has the lowest first ionization energy (731.0 KJ·mol-1) and higher second (2070
KJ·mol-1) and third ionization energy (3361 KJ·mol-1) than copper (1st ionization energy is
745.5 KJ·mol-1, 2nd ionization energy is 1957.9 KJ·mol-1, 3rd ionization energy is 3555 KJ·mol1

) and gold (1st ionization energy is 890.1 KJ·mol-1, 2nd ionization energy is 1980 KJ·mol-1).

Because of the low first ionization energy and high second ionization energy, the +1 oxidation
state is the predominant state of silver, and the range of the increasing oxidation states is limited.
Resulting from its full d-subshell, silver(I) (+1 oxidation state) is stable and tends to form
coordination complexes, such as Ag(NH3)2OH, a typical linear silver coordination complex,
where the sp hybridization of Ag+ forms two hybrid orbitals filled by the electrons of NH3
molecules. Fox et al. 49 studied the coordination chemistry of silver cations in the mixed solvent
system based on the simple water model. The optimized structures of Ag+(H2O)n with n=1-4,
derived with the B3LYP method described by Becke50 are shown in Figure 2.7.
9
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Figure 2.7. Fully optimized structures of Ag+(H2O)n, n=1-4, derived with the B3LYP model (the threeparameter hybrid Hartee-Fock/density functional). Bond lengths are in Å. Figure is adapted with
permission from Journal of the American Chemical Society 2002, 124, 13613-13623.49

The most common coordination numbers of silver(I) complexes are two, three, and four.5154

A Cambridge Structural Database CSD search yields 3319 crystal of silver(I) coordination

complexes.55 In these reported solid-state structures of silver(I) complexes, 24.2% are twocoordinate, 22.7% are three-coordinate, 43.9% are four-coordinate, 4.7% are five-coordinate,
3.9% are six-coordinate, and the remaining 0.6% have coordination numbers greater than six.56

2.1.2.2 Silver(I)-thiolate coordination polymer
Ag(I) exhibits a high affinity for sulfur and can coordinate and complex with various kinds
of sulfur sources, such as mercaptans, thioacids, thioethers (single bond to carbon), thioketones,
thioamides and dithiocarbamates (double bonded).57-64 The stability of these complexes are
10
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related to log Kf (stability constant of formation).65 Table 2.4 shows log Kf for some typical
silver(I) complexes. With the value of log Kf ~13, mercaptans have very strong binding.
Thioethers have similar log Kf value to amines ~3. The log Kf value of carboxylates are very
low.66 Silver(I)-thiolate coordination polymers exhibit multiple properties, such as
luminescence, photothermal, thermochromic and semiconductivity.67-68

Table 2.4. Log Kf value for some typical silver-organosulfur, silver-amino and silver-carboxylato
complexes. (Table is adapted with permission from the Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry: An
International Journal 1999, 18, 9-22.69)

Li et al.70 synthesized layered silver(I) dithiocarboxylate coordination polymer [Ag(Py-4CSS)]n with the ligand sodium pyridine-4-dithiocarboxylate (Py-4-CSSNa) (shown in Figure
2.8). Each Ag(I) ion coordinates two sulfur atoms and one nitrogen atom specifically shown in
Figure 2.8 c. The short Ag···Ag distance indicates the existence of argentophilicity and the
[Ag(Py-4-CSS)]n layers stack along the c axis promoted by weak Ag···S interactions between
the layers. [Ag(Py-4-CSS)]n has a photothermal conversion efficiency of 22.1%, two times
higher than for pure Ag2S.

11
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Figure 2.8. (a) Packing scheme, (b) interlayer Ag·
·
·
S interactions, (c) the single layer, and (d) the
secondary building unit of [Ag(Py-4-CSS)]n. Color codes: silver, dark blue; sulfur, yellow; nitrogen,
light blue; carbon, gray; hydrogen, white. Figure is adapted with permission from Inorganic chemistry
2019, 58, 6601-6608.70

2.1.2.3 Lamellar structure of Ag(I) thiolate
In 1991, Dance et al.71 exhibited a series of alkane thiolates to calculate the X-ray diffraction
patterns of polycrystalline Ag(I) thiolate, shown in Figure 2.9 a (b is defined as the axial
direction normal to the layers; kd as the large interlayer repeat distance b). They presented a
model that Ag and S atoms comprised parallel slabs with the substituents distributed on both
sides of each slab (Figure 2.9 b). Figure 2.9 c displays the network of a slab, a quasi-hexagonal
network with trigonal-planar coordination of Ag by three SR moieties and RS coordinated by
three Ag atoms.

12
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Figure 2.9. (a) Interlayer spacings from the pronounced (0k0) reflections. (b) Scheme of the layered
crystal structure. The thickness of the central Ag-S slab is labeled as 2t1. The total thickness of one layer
is labeled as 2t1+ 2t2 (see (b)). (c) The scheme of the central slab of AgSR. Ag: white circle; S: gray
circle; R: black circle. Figure is adapted with permission from Inorganic Chemistry 1991, 30, 183187.71

In 2019, Veselska et al.72 synthesized new lamellar silver thiolate coordination polymers
[Ag(p-SPhCO2H)]n, with emission wavelengths at 484, 528, and 700 nm, when excited at 324,
352, 368, and 396 nm at 93 K. The crystallographic data and Rietveld refinement parameters
of [Ag(p-SPhCO2H)]n, and the structure is shown in Figure 2.10, similar to the model
established by Dance et al.71, with distorted hexagons of Ag3S3. Ag(I) atoms in trigonal
geometry are connected to three bridging μ3-sulfur atoms. Because of the similar structure of
[Ag(p-SPhCO2H)]n and [Cu(p-SPhCO2H)]n, the heterometallic material [Ag0.85Cu0.15(pSPhCO2H)]n can be obtained.72 When excited at 344 nm at 93 K, [Ag0.85Cu0.15(p-SPhCO2H)]n
has an emission at 485, 524, and 560 nm. When excited at 372 nm at 93 K, it has an emission
at 690 nm. Therefore, the emission range can be tuned by the excitation range.

13
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Figure 2.10. Structure of [Ag(p-SPhCO2H)]n,(a) representation of the Ag3S3 network on the (ab) plane,
(b) view of the distorted Ag3S3 cycle, (c) view of the lamellar structure with the hydrogen bonds between
the carboxylic acids (dotted red lines), and (d) bond distances and angles in the Ag3S3 hexagons. Blue:
Ag(I); yellow: S; red: O; and gray: C. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The figure is adapted
and modified with permission from Inorganic chemistry 2018, 58, 99-105.72

2.1.2.4 The subsequent reaction of silver(I) thiolate
In their review, Bell et al.69 not only systematically introduced the structural chemistry and
geochemistry of silver sulfur compounds, but also presented an overall scheme for the
environmental cycle of Ag(I), showing that formation of Ag2S is the most probable outcome
for Ag(I) in silver thiolates in a sulfur-rich environment (shown in Figure 2.12).

14
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Figure 2.12. Schematic of possible outcomes for silver(I) in an environment rich in sulfur as S(II-) or as
organic mercaptans (RSH). Figure is adapted with permission from Environmental Toxicology and
Chemistry: An International Journal 1999, 18, 9-22.69

Chen et al.73 used silver the thiolate AgSC12H25 as melt precursor for the synthesis of Ag
nanodisks. The intense narrow reflections of layered AgSC12H25 shown in Figure 2.13 d, which
has the same structure of lamellar silver(I) thiolate as we shown in Figure 2.9 a,b, the interlayer
distance is 34.9 Å, and the in-plane Ag-Ag distance is ~4.5Å. After heating AgSC12H25 under
nitrogen flow at ~200 °C, Ag nanodisks are obtained (TEM shown in Figure 2.13 b,c, XRD
shown in Figure 2.13 e) with an average diameter of ~16 nm and thickness of ~2.3 nm. This
reaction is based on Ag+ which is reduced by SR-, the two SR* radicals yield disulfide. The
reaction equation is shown in Figure 2.13 a. Two processes can explain the formation of this
morphology: the first process is nucleation, AgSC12H25 decomposes to small metallic silver
clusters by heating; the second process involves thiol ligand sterically hindering the Ag
interplanar diffusion of Ag. Therefore, Ag atoms tend to aggregate in-plane. This simple
method offers ample possibilities for shape control.
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Figure 2.13. (a) The equation for the reaction of AgSC12H25 to silver nanodisks; (b) TEM image of a Ag
nanodisk; (c) HRTEM image of a nanodisk witha [111] projection of the cubic silver structure with the
unit cell marked, and the fast fourier transformation (FFT ) of the Ag nanodisks micrograph; (d) XRD
pattern of AgSC12H25; (e) XRD pattern of Ag nanodisks produced at 180 °C for 2 h. Figure is adapted
and modified with permission from Inorg. Chem. 2005, 44, 9817-9822.73

2.1.2.5 Luminescent silver(I) complexes
In metal complexes, the metal-ligand bonds are generally polar because the electron density
is dominantly located on the metal side or the ligand side. Therefore, the electronic transition
can be classified as metal-centered, ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT), metal-to-ligand
charge transfer (MLCT), ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (LLCT), metal-to-metal charge
transfer (MMCT), and ligand-centered.74 For d10 metal ions, there are several more possible
electron transition states for luminescence.
For multinuclear d10 metal complexes and d10 metal ions with donor ligands, the lowestenergy transition contains contributions from the metal center or LMCT. It is almost not
possible to distinguish these two kinds of transitions. Therefore, the emission state may be due
16
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to both the metal centered and LMCT and possibly also modified by metallophilic
interactions.75-76
Silver (I) chalcogenid clusters with long-lived green to orange luminescence was taken here
to show the possible change transfer for silver(I) complexes.77 The photophysical data of
[Ag4(μ-dppm)4(μ4-E)]2+ (E = S, Se, Te) is shown in Table 2.5, the structure is shown in Figure
2.14.78 The molecular orbital diagrams are shown in Figure 2.15. The highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) is mainly from the bonding interaction between the chalcogen atom
and silver atoms. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) mainly contributes from
silver atoms. Therefore, the emission originate mainly from LMCT [(E2-)→Ag4], probably with
mixing of metal centered (d-s/s-p) silver states. The Ag-Ag interaction mainly contributed form
5s and 5p orbitals.
Table 2.5. Photophysical data for Ag4(μ-dppm)4(μ4-E)]2+ (E = 1-S, 2-Se, 3-Te). (Table is adapted with
permission from Inorganic Chemistry 1996, 35, 5116-511778).
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Figure 2.14. A perspective scheme of [Ag4(μ-dppm)4(μ4-E)]2+ (E = S, Se, Te) with the atomic numbering
scheme. Figure is adapted with permission from Dalton Transactions 1997, 227-230.79

Figure 2.15. Molecular orbital diagrams of complexes [Ag4(μ-dppm)4(μ4-E)]2+ (E = S-1a, Se-2a, Te3a). Figure is adapted and modified with permission from Dalton Transactions 1997, 227-230.79
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2.1.2.6 Argentophilic interaction
The metallophilic interaction is a weak electrostatic attractive force between two metal
cations,80 which tend to have attractive interactions rather than repulsion when their distances
are smaller than the sum of the van der Waals radii.81
Metallophilic interaction occurs mainly between low-valent closed-shell [(n−1)d10ns0] and
pseudo-closed shell [(n - 1)d8ns0] metal ions,82-83 such as Cu(I), Ag(I), Au(I), Hg(II), Pd(II),
Pt(II). In 1987, Martin Jansen summarized possible bonding interactions between metal cations
with a closed-shell electronic configuration.84,85-87
When the distance between two or more low-coordinated silver cations with a [Kr]4d10
electronic configuration is shorter than the van der Waals contact of ~3.44 Å, argentophilic
interactions should be considered.88 Depending on whether ligands connect Ag(I) cations or not,
the argentophilic interactions are categorized as supported and unsupported (as shown in Figure
2.16). In the unsupported situation (shown in Figure 2.16 1a-1c), the Ag-Ag contact is the
closest distance between independent molecules, which is easy to evaluate. In the supported
situation (shown in Figure 2.16 2a-2g), ligand bridges can shorten or elongate the Ag-Ag
distance. Therefore, the Ag-Ag contact is hard to evaluate in the supported situation.
The argentophilic interactions can occur between pairs of silver atoms and multinuclear units
such as chains and layers. When silver exhibits multi-argentophilic interactions, there is no
significant change in length compared to the standard distance and argentophilic interactions
without directionality.
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Figure 2.16. The scheme of supported (1a-c) and unsupported (2a-g) silver(I) cations. Figure is adapted
with permission from Angewandte Chemie International Edition 2015, 54, 746-784.88

Since in the molecules and aggregates the internal molecular motions will be affected by
argentophilic interactions, the vibrational spectra such as Raman spectra can be used to measure
and confirm the effect (with a proper reference system in hand).
Che et al.89 published the spectroscopic evidence for argentophilicity in binuclear silver (I)
complexes.

The

molecular

structure

of

[Ag2(μ-dcpm)2](CF3SO3)2

(dcpm=bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)methane) is shown in Figure 2.17. The Ag-Ag separation
distance is 2.948 Å as revealed by X-ray structural analyses. The 261 nm UV absorption band
for [Ag2(μ-dcpm)2](CF3SO3)2 in acetonitrile is assigned to a 4dσ* → 5pσ transition. originating
from Ag(I)−Ag(I) interactions. In the Raman spectra, the entire intensity appears in the Ag−Ag
stretch fundamental (80 cm-1) and overtone bands.
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Figure 2.17. (a) Perspective view of [Ag2(μ-dcpm)2](CF3SO3)2; (b) UV-vis absorption spectra; (c)
Raman spectra for [Ag2(μ-dcpm)2](CF3SO3)2 in acetonitrile (solvent subtraction artifacts are marked
by (+). Figure is adapted with permission from Journal of the American Chemical Society 2000, 122,
2464-2468.88

Since silver(I) complexes can exhibit various photoluminescence phenomena, their
absorption and photoluminescence characteristics are extensively studied for mononuclear and
multinuclear silver(I) complexes. There are several possible electronic transfers between metal
and ligand associated with the optical properties, which has been discussed in the previous
section. The argentophilicity affects the photoluminescence properties mainly by ligand-tometal-metal charge transfer (LMMCT) and metal-to-metal transfer (MMCT). If ligands have
suitable HOMOs, the absorption and emission properties are mainly determined by LMMCT.
Huang et al.90 synthesized a metal-organic framework [Ag3(BTC)(pyz)]n·(H2O)n (pyz =
pyrazine), which is a repeated Ag3 unit sustained by 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid (1,3,5H3BTC) and argentophilic interactions (as shown in Figure 2.18 a). The temperature dependent
luminescence property was studied. When the temperature decreased from 298 K to 77 K, the
emission intensity sharply rose, with redshift of ~6 nm due to the stronger self-association of
the silver(I) ions through argentophilic interactions (as shown in Figure 2.18 b).91
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Figure 2.18 .(a) The scheme of [Ag3(BTC)(pyz)]n·
(H2O)n; (b) Emission spectra collected with excitation
at 363 nm in the solid state at different temperatures. Figure is adapted with permission from Inorganic
Chemistry Communications 2013, 33, 38-42.90

If instead suitable ligands are not part of the structure, the absorption and emission properties
are related to MMCT. Rawashdeh Omary et al.92 studied the concentration dependence of the
absorption spectra of a K[Ag(CN)2] aqueous solution. K[Ag(CN)2] aqueous solution exhibits
new longer wavelength features when the concentration increases (shown in Figure 2.19). It
illustrates the oligomerization of Ag(CN)2- anions in water. According to their calculation,
when the oligomer size (n) increases, the HOMO becomes destabilized which is responsible for
the Ag-Ag antibonding character. However, when the oligomer size (n) increases, the LUMO
becomes stabilized and is responsible for the Ag-Ag bonding character.93-95

Figure 2.19. (a) Absorption spectra of different concentration K[Ag(CN)2] aqueous solutions at ambient
temperature; (b) Energies of HOMO and LUMO for [Ag(CN)2-]n oligomers with n=1−7. Figure is
adapted with permission from Journal of the American Chemical Society 2000, 122, 10371-10380.92
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2.2 Gels
According to Kramer's definition, a gel is a soft solid or solid-like material consisting of two
or more components, one of which is a liquid, present in substantial quantity,96 the remaining
is the solid network to immobilize the flow of the liquid.97-98
Possible gelators and driving forces for gel formation99 are listed in Figure 2.20. Traditional
covalent bonding is a relatively stable and strong chemical structure involving sharing pairs of
electrons. Dynamic covalent bonding is covalent bonding as well, with reversible breaking and
reformation capability.100 Metal-organic bonds form through Lewis acid-base interactions
following the hard-soft interaction principle. Hydrogen bonding, a popular non-covalent
interaction to construct supramolecular architectures, is much stronger than van der Waals
interactions and weaker than covalent bonds. π- π interaction exists among aromatic and other
π-delocalized moieties. Van der Waals, halogen bonding, cation-π, metallophilic interactions,
and solvophobic effect also play essential roles in forming supramolecular gels.

Figure 2.20. Classification of gels by different measurable factors.
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2.2.1 Supramolecular gel
Supramolecular gels assemble via non-covalent interactions between low molecular-weight
gelators (LMWGs) with molecular mass less than 3,000 Da.101 Through hierarchical selfassembly LMWGs can form bulk gels. On application of an appropriate trigger, individual
gelator molecules assemble through non-covalent interactions to form fibrils, which
subsequently bundle together to form wider nanofibers. Nanofiber entanglement results in the
formation of a solid-like network, stable towards gravitational force when it is put upside down
(as shown in Figure 2.21).102

Figure 2.21. Schematic of supramolecular gel assembly. Figure is adapted with permission from Nature
Reviews Materials 2019, 4, 463-478.102

The common preparation method of gels is to warm the gelator molecules in a particular
solvent or a mixture of solvents until all the solids are completely dissolved (sol form). Upon
cooling, the gelator molecules would undergo supramolecular assembly to form threedimensional nano- or microstructures to immobilize solvent molecules so that a stable gel is
formed.103 This sol-gel phase transition process is usually reversible under external stimuli.
Thermo-reversibility is the common property, and lots of supramolecular gels are responsive to
mechanical stress, light, pH value, chemicals and ionic strength.104-108
He et al.109 used ferrocene as a pendant structure introduced into dicholesteryl derivatives to
from a series of cholesterol gel. They named these compounds according to the hydrogen
bonding sites number. Compound 2 shows the reversibility of sol-gel phase transition under
several external stimuli (as shown in Figure 2.22), such as CH3(CH2)4COOH/NH3, shear stress,
and ultrasound treatment. Here, NH3 was necessary for the recovery process after heating. This
phenomenon can be explained by the protonation of a tertiary amine, which makes the gelator
molecules become ionic and increase the repulsion, resulting in the collapse of the gel network.
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Figure 2.22. Schematic representation of the synthesis of compound 2 and the reversible sol-gel phase
transition triggered by differet factors. Figure is adapted with permission from Physicochemical and
Engineering Aspects 2010, 362, 127-134.109

2.2.1.1 Hydrogen-bonded supramolecular gel
Hydrogen bond, an electrostatic attraction between hydrogen atoms, is a covalent bond to a
molecule or functional group of higher electronegativity. Pauling mentioned the hydrogen bond
firstly in 1912.110-111 In the past decades, lots of LMWGs were synthesized and studied, in which
hydrogen bonds play an important role. Some typical hydrogen donor···acceptor pairs are
shown in Figure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23. Typical hydrogen donor···acceptor pairs.

Based on the hydrogen bonding between amino acid and carboxylic modified compounds,
Li et al.112 prepared four (-)-menthol derivate compounds 1-4 (structures shown in Figure 2.24)
and characterized their gelation behavior. Compound 1 and compound 2 can gelate because
amino acid modification plays a crucial role in it. Compound 3 and 4 only can dissolve in the
organic and protic solvent. The main driving force for the good hydrogelator compound 2 is the
generation of dimer structure, because of the hydrogen bonding between C=O and N-H. These
dimers accumulate lengthways on the fibrils to form fibers. In the end, under the interaction of
hydrophobic menthol groups, these fibers cross-link to create gelation networks (shown in
Figure 2.24).

Figure 2.24. Structures of (-)-menthol derivate compounds 1-4 and the simulative diagram of the selfassembly process of molecules of compound 2. Figure is adapted with permission from Soft Matter 2014,
10, 3077-3085.112
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2.2.1.2 Metallogels
The functionalized metal complexes can self-assemble with proper functional groups and
non-covalent interactions based on metal-ligand coordination chemistry. For coinage metals,
metallophilic interaction also plays an essential role in stabilizing the network and increasing
exciting properties.113
Shen et al.114 designed an Ag(I)- glutathione (GSH ) coordination polymer supramolecular
hydrogel. The PL spectra of the Ag(I)-GSH hydrogel blue shifts from 545 nm to 435 -420 nm
compared with bulk Ag(I)- GSH solution. This was attributed to the rigidochromic effect
(shown in Figure 2.25 b).115 This phenomenon is related to LMMCT transitions because of
argentophilicity. When adding 1 eq. iodine into the hydrogel, the gel-to-sol transition can be
triggered, making it a facile and selective method to visualize the presence of iodine. Upon
subsequent addition of 1 eq. Ag+, the solution can transform again into a gel state (shown in
Figure 2.25 a). The mechanism of this iodine-triggered gel-sol transition is related to the
stability constant of AgI (1.08×1016 M-1), which is higher than AgF (2.09 M-1), AgCl (1.05×1010
M-1), AgBr (1.35×1011 M-1)

116

, and AgSR (1013 M-1 order of magnitude).117 Due to the high

stability constant of AgI, iodine can displace -SR in the coordination polymer structure resulting
in the depolymerization of the structure and the release of entrapped solvent molecules.

Figure 2.25. (a) Illustration of reversible gel–sol state transition of Ag(I)-GSH coordination polymers
triggered by alternately adding iodine into hydrogel and Ag(I) into the resulting sol solution; (b) PL
spectra of hydrogel and of bulk solution, λex=350 nm. Inset in (b) shows plot of maximum emission
wavelength of the hydrogel versus Ag(I)-GSH content. Figure is adapted with permission from Journal
of Materials Chemistry 2009, 19, 6219-6224.114
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Kishimura et al.118 synthesized a trinuclear Au(I) pyrazolate complex. At room temperature,
this Au(I) complex was an organogel luminescing red (gel-form). Upon heating, the gel turned
to a transparent solution and lost all luminescence properties (sol-from). This process could be
reversed upon cooling. This thermoreversible color change and the sol-gel transition have been
attributed to a triplet metal-centered excited-state modified with an Au(I)-Au(I) metallophilic
interaction (shown in Figure 2.26). The addition of AgOTF to this Au(I) pyrazolate complex
leads to a green luminescing solution in the hot state. This property was attributed to the
heterometallic Au(I)-Ag(I) species and blue-luminescent gel at room temperature due to the
presence of the original red-luminescent species. This sol-gel transition was also
thermoreversible. When using Cl- to remove Ag+, it can recover the red-luminescent gel by
cooling.

Figure 2.26. Luminescence profiles of Au(I) pyrazolate complex in hexane. Pictures and schematic
representation of self-assembled structures; (a) sol, (b) gel, (c) sol containing AgOTf (0.01 eq.), and (d)
gel containing AgOTf (0.01 eq.). Figure is adapted with permission from Journal of the American
Chemical Society 2005, 127, 179-183.118

2.2.2 Poly(vinyl alcohol) hydrogels (PVA)
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is a water-soluble synthetic polymer prepared from polyvinyl
acetate by hydrolysis. The degree of hydrolysis affects the chemical properties, solubility, and
crystallizability of PVA.119 To make PVA a useful hydrogel, it must be cross-linked, achieved
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by either chemical or physical cross-linking. One of the chemical methods is the addition of
cross-linking agents (i.g. gluteraldehyde120 and other monoaldehydes121-124 with sulfuric acid or
acetic acid125-127) to the PVA system to form the acetal bridges with the hydroxyl group of PVA.
However, eventual residues are hard to remove. These residues might be toxic. This limits the
biomedical application of PVA. Another crosslinking method uses irradiation by γ-rays (60Co
sources).86 The advantage of this method is that there are no toxic materials in the system, but
there is bubble formation during the crosslinking process.86 A physical method for crosslinking
PVA chains is the freezing-thawing method. The freezing-thawing method is widely used in
prepared PVA hydrogel because of the non-toxic and easy to control cross-linking process.128

2.2.2.1 Freezing-thawing method
The freezing-thawing process used for the preparation of PVA hydrogel was first reported
in 1975 by Peppas.129 In a typical freezing-thawing process the PVA aqueous solution is frozen
at ~20 ºC, then let to thaw at room temperature. These two processes are repeated many times.
With the increasing of the freezing-thawing cycles, the mechanical properties of PVA hydrogel
can be enhanced.130 During the water freezing process, PVA is expelled from the ice domains
and forms regions of high PVA concentrations, where crystallization and hydrogen bonding
occurs between PVA chains.131 The crystal structure was studied by Bunn et al.132 and can be
described as a double layer of PVA molecules held together by hydroxyl bonds. Between one
double layer and the next weaker van der Waals forces operate as shown in Figure 2.27. In the
following thawing process, this structure remains to create hydrogel network. There are lots of
amorphous chain segments in the gel system as well, because PVA chains and water molecules
are bound by the strong hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl groups in PVA chains and water
molecules. The model of these three phases are shown on Figure 2.28

133

: water phase,

amorphous phase and PVA crystal phase.
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Figure 2.27. Double layer structure of PVA crystals, hydrogen bonds are labeled by dashed lines. Figure
is adapted with permission from Nature 1948, 161, 929-930.132

Figure 2.28. Schematic representation of the structural model for PVA hydrogels prepared by repeated
freezing-thawing cycles. Solid circles represent PVA crystallites. Figure is adapted with permission
from Colloid and Polymer Science 1986, 264, 595-601.133

Based on the freezing-thawing process, He's group134 proposed a freeze-soak method to
enhance and tune the mechanism property of hydrogels, based on the Hofmeister effect making
use of precipitation induction potential different salts exhibit on proteins from aqueous
solutions.135 To this end, the PVA solution is frozen at -20 °C. During this process, PVA is
fixed in a specific shape, and the polymer chains are prepacked in microscopic domains. Then
the concentrated salt solution is added to the frozen PVA system and transferred to room
temperature. The PVA chains further aggregate and crystallize, induced by added salt ions to
form an even more crosslinked hydrogel during the thawing process. This is because the
hydration water molecules, which effect the stability of hydrogen bond between PVA chains,
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were polarized by SO42- and CO32- (Figure 2.29 a1). SO42- and CO32- can also increase the
surface tension of the PVA backbone to make it more hydrophilic (Figure 2.29 a2). However,
NO3- and I- can bind with PVA chains to make more PVA dissolve in water to reduce the
crystallization of PVA (Figure 2.29 a3).

Figure 2.29. (a) The interactions among ions, polymer chains, and water molecules; (b) Hydrogen bonds
form between PVA polymer chains induced by ions due to the salting-out effect; (c) Summary of the
status of PVA gelation induced by different anions of different concentrations. The circle represents the
gelation condition and the cross represents nongelation conditions. Figure is adapted with permission
from Advanced Materials 2021, 33, 2007829.134

In further work, He's group used the synergistic effects of directional freezing process and
the Hofmeister effect to prepare “super strong” PVA hydrogels with both a honeycomb-like
micro-network and aligned pore walls.136 This hierarchical and anisotropic PVA hydrogel can
achieve toughness of 175 MJ/m3, ultimate stress of 11.5 MPa, and ultimate strain of 2900%.136
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Figure 2.30. (a) The scheme of the structure formation and polymer chain concentration for PVA
hydrogel; (b) Macroscopic view of real tendon and of PVA hydrogel. Scale bar is 5 mm.(c)-(e) SEM
images showing the microstructure. Scale bars: (c) 50 μm; (d) 1 μm; (e) 500 nm; (f) illustration of
polymer chains aggregated into nanofibrils. Figure is adapted with permission from Nature 2021, 590,
594-599.136

2.2.2.2 PVA hybrid hydrogels
Other components in aqueous PVA solutions can create a hydrogel with desirable
characteristics and enhance the mechanical properties. When other components are added to
the PVA hydrogel system as the second network, there is robust chain entanglement between
PVA and the second network, resulting in higher toughness and strength.
Li et al.137 prepared a PVA/polyacrylamide (PVA-PAAm) hybrid hydrogel with the elastic
modulus of 5 MPa, a strength of 2.5 MPa, and fracture energy of 14000 J·m-2. They prepared
PVA-PAAm hydrogel by annealing the PVA/PAAm gel at 120 °C, then re-hydrating this hybrid
in distilled water (as shown in Figure 2.31). The aim of this work was to obtain a toughened
system by the introduction of covalent cross-links (PAAm), before PVA formed physical cross-
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links. Then, during the annealing process, a region of high PVA concentration is generated,
which promotes PVA crystallites.

Figure 2.31. Synthesis and structure of the hybrid hydrogel. Figure is adapted with permission from
Journal of Materials Chemistry B 2014, 2, 6708-6713.137
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2.3 Charge carrier dynamics resolved by THz spectroscopy
2.3.1 Optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy
Terahertz radiation (THz) are electromagnetic waves occupying a middle range of the
microwave and infrared light spectrum, with frequencies from 0.1 to 10 THz (1 THz = 1012 Hz),
or wavelengths ranging from 3 mm to 30 μm (shown in Figure 2.32).138 Because of the
limitation of the generation and detection of THz radiation, historically, it was called the
“terahertz gap”. New technology needed to be developed to fill this gap.139 In the 1980s, the
“terahertz gap” was filled gradually by the effort of scientists.140-145 Such as in 1984, Auson et
al.140 designed an integrated circuit version of the Hertzian dipole, using photoconductor as
transmitting and receiving dipole antennas. In 1989, Exter and Fattinger et al. 141 improved
transmitted beam power by more than 15 times, and the frequency response exceeded 1 THz.

Figure 2.32. Spectrum of electromagnetic waves ranging from microwaves to X-ray waves. (Inserted
picture is adapted with permission from European Radiology Experimental 2021, 5, 1-9.146)

Because the energy of the motion of the charge carrier is in the range of THz frequency, the
Thz radiation exhibit a distinct response to this motion. Furthermore, the time-domain THz
spectroscopy can characterize the dynamic of charge carriers. The set-up of THz time-domain
spectroscopy at MPIP is shown in Figure 2.33.
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Figure 2.33. Schematic representation of an optical pump-THz probe experimental set-up. Figure is
adapted with permission from Reviews of Modern Physics 2011, 83, 543.147

A Ti : sapphire laser pulses with the wavelength of 800 nm and duration of 50 fs enters the
set-up and is split into three beams:
1. The excitation beam: this beam is used to photoexcited the sample. According to the
experiment, it will travel through a chopper and delay stage to control the time of arrival at the
sample.
2. The beam used for THz generating pulses: The generation of THz pulses is based on
nonlinear optical rectification, a second-order optical process. A quasi-direct current (DC) or
different frequency polarization is generated when a femtosecond pulse width laser beam
propagates through a non-centrosymmetric media. ZnTe is used at MPIP to generate the 0.3 3 THz range. The THz pulses propagate through the sample, then meet the detection beam at
the second ZnTe.
3. The beam used for generating detection of THz pulses: the detection of THz
electromagnetic transients is based on Pockels electro-optic effect, which changes or produces
birefringence in an optical medium induced by an electric field. The electric field related to
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THz radiation plays the role of bias field, which induced the polarization change of the optical
probe beam. The detector can detect this differential.

2.3.2 Charge carrier dynamics in semiconductor materials
In semiconductor materials, the energy levels of electrons are filled according to Fermi-Dirac
distribution. The Fermi level is located in the middle of the valence band and the conduction
band. In the fully occupied valence band, the electrons can not move to generate an electric
current. When an electron obtains energy larger than band gap, it will be excited to a higher
energy state in the conduction band, which is unoccupied. Now, these electrons can freely move
and electrical conduction occurs.
Moreover, the created electron-hole pair can flow as charged particles as well. In thermal
equilibrium conditions, the generation rate and recombination rates are balanced, resulting in a
constant charge carrier density. There are three main types of recombination (as shown in
Figure 2.34).

Figure 2.34. Carrier recombination mechanisms in semiconductors.
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▪

Trap-assisted recombination: An electron or a hole is kept in place by a 'trap', an
energy level within the bandgap generated by doped atoms or structural defects. The
exchange of energy happens via lattice vibration.

▪

Band-to-band recombination: The electron in the conduction band recombines
directly with a hole in the valence band with the energy being released in the form of
photons.

▪

Auger recombination: An electron and hole recombine and give off the excess energy
to a third carrier.

The charge recombination rates are related to these different order processes. Trap-assisted
recombination is a first-order process, band to band recombination is a second-order process,
and Auger recombination is a third-order recombination process. Therefore the charge carrier
dynamics can fit Equation 2.2.148 The relation between photoinduced conductivity and
photoinduced charge carrier density is shown in Equation 2.3.149 A THz pulse, used in the setup shown in the last section, can only be absorbed by free electrons. Therefore, the relationship
between the absorption of the THz electric field and the photoinduced conductivity can fit
Equation 2.4.150
𝑑𝑛(𝑡)
= −𝑘1 𝑛 − 𝑘2 𝑛2 − 𝑘3 𝑛3
𝑑𝑡

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2.2

n: the photoinduced charge carrier density
𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝑛
= 𝑒𝜇
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2.3

σ: the photoinduced conductivity;
e: electron charge;
μ: the intrinsic mobility of electrons.
∆𝐸
∆𝜎 = −𝜖0 𝑐(𝑛𝐴 + 𝑛𝐵 ) ( )
𝐸

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2.4

E: the amplitude of the THz electric field;
ΔE: the photo-induced transient THz absorption;
nA, nB: given refractive indexes of the surrounding materials;
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ϵ0: dielectric constant of vacuum;
c: the speed of light.
Since the mobility in the material can be regarded as constant, ΔE is in direct proportion to
Δn. Therefore, we can characterize the carrier dynamics by optical-pump THz-probe
spectroscopy and derivate the motion of the charge carrier.
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2.4 Motivation and outline
As shown in the introduction, silver(I) has various coordination states and high stability
constants with thiols. Therefore silver(I) thiolate coordination polymers can have a variety of
structures and unique properties. This thesis aims to reveal new insights of silver(I) thiolate
coordination polymers and to connect their optical and mechanical properties and their
photogenerated charge carrier dynamics with their structural identity.
In chapter 3, the focus is on the synthesis and characterization of silver thiolate coordination
polymers utilizing a wide range of mercapto compounds and solvents. The synthesis pathway,
structure, chemical state of the elements and optical properties were studied in different stages
and discovered that these silver thiolates possess reversible and temperature dependence blueto-near infrared optical transitions. The analyses revealed that the structural flexibility of AgMPA is responsible for these transitions. The synthesis of silver thiolates with various mercapto
compounds in a range of hydroxylated solvents was also systematically investigated. We found
that the optical properties previously assigned to quantum confinement effects in Ag2S
nanocrystals synthesized by nearly-identical methods stem from silver thiolate coordination
polymers.
In chapter 4, supramolecular gels were synthesized from highly concentrated silver thiolates
(Ag-MPA).Their rheological properties of Ag-MPA were studied and further modifications to
the synthesis method were applied in order to improve the quantum yield of NIR
photoluminescence. The synthesized supramolecular coordination polymer gel exhibits a
thermally reversible sol-gel transition and thixotropical properties. In order to improve their
mechanical properties while maintaining their NIR photoluminescence, the supramolecular
coordination polymer gels were blended with PVA during production. These hydrogels have
the toughness of typical PVA gels and the optoelectronic properties of Ag-MPA. This extends
the potential application range of this soft material.
In chapter 5, a high-quality Ag2S film from easy to process Ag-MPA precursors was
prepared. Ag2S semiconductor materials are useful for applications ranging from photovoltaics
to thermoelectrics. However, poor processability of Ag2S makes the preparation of the thin
films challenging and/or costly, which limits the research and application in optoelectronics
and thermoelectrics. We discovered an innovative synthetic route towards highly uniform Ag2S
films with high crystallinity. Starting from water-based Ag-MPA solutions, These Ag-MPA
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films were prepared by utilizing simple thin film techniques. These films were converted into
high quality Ag2S film by thermolysis. Together with my collaborators at MPIP we investigated
the charge charrier dynamics in these films, revealing excellent properties even for free standing
and flexible Ag2S films.
.
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3.

Lamellar silver thiolate coordination polymers with

reversibly switchable blue-to-NIR optical transitions.
Chapter 3 is based on an article which was accepted for publication in the journal Journal of
Materials Chemistry C (DOI: 10.1039/d1tc01983j). The content is reproduced with permission
from copyright 2021 Royal Society of Chemistry.

3.1 Introduction
Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor crystallites with diameters in the range of a few
nanometers and properties stemming largely from quantum confinement effects. This includes
a size-dependent optical band-gap.151,152 Ag2S QDs have attracted intense attention in recent
years due to their narrow band gap (0.9-1.1 eV at 300K )37, 38and good biocompatibility.

153

Ag2S QDs with tunable photoluminescence feature27, ultralow cytotoxicity154, strong emission
in the NIR window are promising for biological applications, such as as imaging in vivo155,
drug delivery156 and biosensors26, since they allow for deeper tissue imaging than possible with
visible light in addition to lower background photoluminescence and thus lower signal-to-noise
ratios. 157
Interestingly in literature, many Ag2S QDs and nanoplatelets were prepared by nearly
identical wet-chemical approaches,27, 158, 159, 160, 161 utilizing AgNO3 and 3-mercaptopropionic
acid (MPA) as precursors and ethylene glycol as solvent, with reaction temperatures between
120-145 °C. According to literature, these protocols yield nanomaterials with a variety of
polymorphs, sizes, and shapes while at the same time exhibiting nearly identical optical features
such as first absorption peaks at ~800 nm.
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These results seem to be at odds with the idea of quantum confinement, since the variety in
sizes (e.g. QDs with diameters of ~6.3 nm 12) and shapes (e.g. nanoplatelets with thicknesses of
0.35 nm159) should lead to distinctively different optical properties. Equally puzzling are the
reports on nearly identical optical properties for α-Ag2S12 and β-Ag2S159,

161

nanomaterials,

because only the low-temperature monoclinic α-Ag2S (acanthite) phase exhibits
semiconducting properties.162 In other words, while the optical properties are extremely
interesting for a variety of applications, it is unclear to date what kind material really is
generated by syntheses utilizing AgNO3 and MPA precursors in ethylene glycol.
We investigated the synthesis systematically by changing the molecular structure of the
mercapto compounds and the solvent, while keeping the AgNO3 precursors unaltered. We
found out that the materials formed are predominantly lamellar Ag-MPA coordination polymers.
Their optical properties are connected to the structural flexibility that can be addressed by
temperature. We find that our Ag-MPA coordination polymers display a reversible blue-to-NIR
optical transition that is reversible over many cycles. Thus, our study not only reveals that the
characteristic optical properties of the materials stemming from the synthesis from AgNO3 and
MPA in ethylene glycol are related to an Ag-MPA coordination polymer rather than quantum
confinement effects in Ag2S nanocrystals. It also opens up many new possibilities for
applications that can make use of the temperature dependent, fully reversible optical transitions,
spanning the blue-to-NIR range. Furthermore, the polymeric nature of Ag-MPA allows for
facile scalability to multi-gram syntheses. Due to the polymeric nature of Ag-MPA, we further
expect significant advantages in the processing of our Ag-MPA coordination polymers over
colloidal quantum dots for solid-state applications.
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3.2 Experimental part
Chemicals: All reagents were purchased and used without further purification. Silver nitrate
(Sigma-Aldrich, BioXtra, >99%), 3-mercaptopropionic acid (Aldrich, ≥99%), ethylene glycol (Acros
organics, 99.5%, for analysis), 1,3-propanediol (VWR, for synthesis), 1,4-butanediol (Merk KGaA, for
synthesis), 1,5-pentanediol (Merk KGaA, for synthesis) and 1,6-hexandiol (Alfa Aesar, 97%), glycerol
(Alfa Aesar, 99+%), acetone (Fisher Chemical, >=99.8%), 3-mercapto-1-propanol (Aldrich Chem. Co.,
95%), methyl 3-mercaptopropinate (Acros organics, 98%), 1-hexanethiol (Aldrich, 95%), 12mercaptododecanoic acid (Aldrich, 96%), Polyglycerol polyricinoleate (Danisco, Grindsted PGPR 90
kosher), toluene (Fisher, >=99.8%), indocyanine green (ICG, Roth, p.a.), Dimethyl sulfoxide (Merk,
dried).

Methods:
Synthesis of Ag-MPA(UV): The Ag-MPA coordination polymer was prepared modifying
the procedure published by Jiang et al.158 and Kubie et al.159 Briefly, 0.022 g of AgNO3 (0.125
mmol) and 25 mL of ethylene glycol were added into a 100 mL 3-neck-flask. The mixture was
degassed under vacuum while stirring at 50 °C for 30 min in order to remove water and oxygen
dissolved in ethylene glycol. After stopping the vacuum and putting the flask to argon, 22 μL
of 3-mercaptopropionic acid (0.25 mmol) was injected into the flask and the temperature was
set to 130 °C. The colorless solution changed to cloudy white immediately, then started to
change to orange gradually when reaching around 130 °C. The reaction was allowed to proceed
for 10 min at 130 °C. Afterwards, the mixture was cooled to room temperature using a water
bath to obtain orange sample Ag-MPA(UV). The subsequent purification steps were described
in the purification section below.
Synthesis of Ag-MPA(NIR): In order to obtain stable Ag-MPA(NIR) coordination
polymers with the near infrared photoluminescence, the synthesized orange Ag- MPA(UV)
sample was kept heating at 130 °C, between the 10 to 25 min, the orange solution changed to
brown gradually, if Ag-MPA solution was cooled down to room temperature during this period
of time, it would come back to orange state. When keep heating for longer time, ~ 30min, AgMPA solution can stay at the brown state with NIR photoflourescence. Then the solution was
cooled to room temperature using a water bath. The subsequent purification steps were
described in the purification section below.
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Synthesis of Ag-MPA at 15 times higher precursor concentration: The synthesis method
was almost the same as the one above with increased amount of AgNO3 and MPA. 0.33 g
AgNO3 (1.875 mmol) and 330 μL of 3-mercaptopropionic acid (3.75 mmol) were used in this
experiment. After the mixed solution reached 130 °C, the reaction was allowed to proceed for
5 min, then cooled to room temperature to obtain orange sample Ag-MPA(UV). When keep
heating for longer 5 min, the brown Ag-MPA(NIR) sample can be obtained after cooling to
room temperature.
Synthesis of Ag-thiolates from various solvents: The synthesis methods of the reaction in
different solvents were similar to the method above. Ethylene glycol was replaced by either 1,3propanediol, 1,4-butanediol, 1,5-pentanediol, 1,6-hexandiol or glycerol, and the final heating
temperature were set to 140 °C, 150 °C, 155 °C, 155 °C, and 130 °C, respectively. The reaction
proceeded at the final temperature for ~30 min Then the heating mantel was removed and the
mixture was cooled to room temperature with a water bath.
Synthesis of Ag-thiolates with various ligands: The synthesis methods of the reactions
with different thiol ligands were similar to the method above. 0.022 g of AgNO3 (0.125 mmol)
and 25 mL of ethylene glycol were added into a 100 mL 3-neck-flask. After the mixture was
degassed and the flask was put to argon and 0.25 mmol of different thiol ligand was injected.
For

3-mercapto-1-propanol,

methyl

3-mercaptopropinate,

1-hexanethiol,

and

12-

mercaptododecanoic acid, the temperature was set to 160 °C, 130 °C, 175 °C and 175 °C
respectively. The reaction proceeded for 30 min at the corresponding reaction temperature. The
mixture was then cooled to room temperature using a water bath.
Purification: 30 mL of acetone was added to 5 mL of reaction solution in a 50 mL centrifuge
tube. After shaking the centrifuge tube, larger fiber-like structure flocculated from the solvent.
The mixture was centrifuged for 5 min at 7000 rpm, the clear supernatant was discarded and
the precipitated was washed by acetone at least two more times. Then the precipitated was dried
in a vacuum oven at 50 °C for 8 h.
When needed for analysis, the purified powder was dissolved in Milli Q water to obtain a
clear aqueous solution.
Preparation of Ag-MPA toluene emulsion: 0.5 g of Polyglycerol polyricinoleate (PGPR)
was mixed with 30 ml toluene, then mixed with 7 mL of Ag-MPA aqueous solution (~0.1 wt%)
under stirring. Then the mixture was pre-emulsified for 2 min with an Ultra-Turrax at 15000
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rpm. Finally, the pre-emulsified mixture was passed through a microfluidizer (LM,
Microfluidic corp) equipped with a F20Y interaction chamber with channels of 75μm at a
pressure of 10000 PSI for two cycles.

Characterization:
Transmission electron microscopy. TEM samples were prepared by drop-casting the
aqueous solution onto a carbon coated copper grid. Routine TEM imaging was done using
JEOL1400 TEM with an acceleration voltage of 120 kV.
X-ray diffraction. Purified powder was used to perform XRD. Powder XRD patterns were
collected on a Rigaku SmartLab Diffractometer, operated with a Cu Kα radiation source
(1.540593Å) with increment steps of 0.01°at 0.3°/min.
Absorption measurements. 200 μL original solution was dispersed in 3 mL ethylene glycol
to measure the absorption spectra. The absorption spectra were recorded on an Agilent Cary 60
Spectrophotometer.
Photoluminescence measurements. 200 μL original solution was dispersed in 3 mL
ethylene glycol to measure the photoluminescence spectra. Photoluminescence spectra were
recorded using a J&M TIDAS diodearray pectrometer with an XBO-lamp as excitation source.
Differential scanning calorimetry. Purified powder was used to perform DSC on a Mettler
Toledo DSC823 under N2 flow, cycling from room temperature to 150 °C and back at a
heating/cooling rate of 5 °C/min.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. A purified aqueous solution was drop cast on a silicon
wafer to perform XPS measurement on an Axis Ultra DLD by Kratos Analytical spectrometer.
XPS data were collected with the anode at 10 mA and 15 kV; the analyzer was kept in hybrid
mode and the resolutions was 80 eV pass energy for the survey scans and 20 eV pass energy
for the high resolution scans. The binding energy (BE) scale was referenced to the value of
284.8 eV for the C 1s peak.
Atomic force microscopy. AFM samples were prepared by drop-casting the water solution
onto the a silicon wafer on the heating plate set to 90 °C. AFM was performed on a Dimension
Icon FS AFM in tapping mode with a scan rate of 0.595 Hz.
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Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Solid state NMR measurements have
been performed at 700.25 MHz 1H Larmor frequency and 25 kHz magic angle spinning (MAS)
frequency with a Bruker Avance III console using commercial double resonance probe
supporting zirconia rotors with 2.5 mm outer diameter. The radio frequency power for signal
excitation and decoupling has been adjusted on both frequency channels, 1H and

13

C, to a

nutation frequency of 100 kHz corresponding to a duration of 90°excitation pulses of 2.5 µs.
The 13C CP-MAS NMR measurement have been performed with 10% amplitude variation on
the 1H channel and 1-3 ms CP contact time using the swf-TPPM decoupling scheme for high
power 1H decoupling during acquisition.163 All NMR experiments have been performed under
ambient conditions, corresponding to a sample temperature 45 °C under the fast MAS
conditions which has been determined based on the temperature dependent chemical shift of
lead nitrate in separate experiments for temperature calibration.164,165
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3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Study of the reaction process
A typical synthesis of NIR-photoluminescent materials consist of mixing AgNO3 with
ethylene glycol. The process is executed under vacuum conditions and at room temperature.
The addition of MPA to the mixture is performed under argon atmosphere with step-wise
temperature increase up to 130 °C. The reaction was monitored for a period of 2 hours by means
of optical spectroscopy and powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) (see Figure 3.1).
The synthesis can be divided into four distinct stages. The first stage covered the period
immediately after injecting the thiol ligand MPA into the silver nitrate containing ethylene
glycol. This led to a change in color of the solution from transparent to cloudy white. The
second stage was the gradual increase of temperature to 130 °C and the subsequent change in
color of the product to orange. The third stage was focused on continuously heating the product
at 130 °C for a period of 10 to 25 minutes. The continuous heating led to another change in
color of the product to brown. And the last fourth stage consisted of additional heating of the
sample for an extended period of time until the color of the product was black.
A first aliquot, a white dispersion, was removed from the flask during the first stage of the
process. This first aliquot did not show any absorption and photoluminescence peaks (see
Figure 3.1 a). PXRD measurements revealed regular diffraction signals at 6.6°, 13.3°and 20.1°
(see Figure 3.1 b). This diffraction pattern can be interpreted in terms of a crystal structure in
which the Ag and S atoms occur in regularly stacked layers with a relatively large interlayer
distance.166 Layered Ag thiolate structures are well known in literature.71,167 The intra-layer Agthiolate ligands arrangement is usually quasi-hexagonal, with the thiolate terminating both sides
of the layers.168-171 Calculated by Bragg's law, the stacking distance of our first aliquot is ~13.3
Å. The 1H MAS NMR spectrum of the first aliquot shows the expected signals of the aliphatic
MPA sites and a sharp peak at ~13 ppm (see Figure 3.1 c, first row) assigned to acidic protons,
which show a strong auto-correlation signal in 1H double-quantum correlation spectra (see
Figure 3.2) indicating the formation of acid dimers. In the 13C CP-MAS NMR spectrum (Figure
1 d, first row), only the three carbon sites of MPA (COOH ~180 ppm, CH2 ~39 ppm, S-CH2
~32 ppm) were observed, while the presence of ethylene glycol in stage I can be safely excluded.
The chemical shift value of 39 ppm of the MPA carbon site C(2) indicates that the central
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carbon site of all MPA molecules in the stage I aliquot is present in gauche conformation, which
led to a bent shape of the molecule. Assuming, that the C-S bond of MPA is oriented
perpendicular to the Ag-S layer, thus indicates that the formed acid dimers do not connect MPA
molecules of neighboring Ag-S layers, but are intra-layer dimers oriented parallel to the Ag-S
layer.
When the temperature reached 130 °C, the solution changed to bright orange gradually as a
result of the second stage of the reaction. This change led to formation of two absorption
shoulders at ~390 nm and ~457 nm in the adsorption spectra [see Figure 3.1 a; this orange
material will be referred as Ag-MPA(UV) from now on]. These two absorption bands are
associated with a donor-acceptor charge transfer from sulphur atoms to silver ions173 and
metallophilic attraction between silver atoms in Ag-MPA(UV) coordination polymer.174
Therefore, the absorption spectra are determined by the thiolate ligands and the related ligandto-metal charge transfer (LMCT) and modified by the presence of the Ag-Ag interactions,
leading to ligand-to-metal-metal charge transfer (LMMCT).88
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Figure 3.1. (a) Absorption spectra (solid lines) and photoluminescence spectra (dash lines), (excited at
380nm); (b) PXRD patters; (c) 1H MAS NMR spectra (asterisk mark the contamination with silicon
grease and residual solvent); (d) 13C NMR spectra; (e) scheme of structures at different reaction stages.
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Figure 3.2. 2D 1H double quantum correlation NMR spectrum of the stage I aliquot, recorded at 700
MHz 1H Larmor frequency and 25 kHz MAS using one rotor period of xy16-BABAfor double quantum
excitation and reconversion.172 The intense correlation signal at 12.8 ppm 1H chemical shift and 25.6
ppm 1H DQ shift observed with only 40 µs DQ excitation is a direct proof for the formation of stable
acid dimers in the aliquot stage I.

Similar to aliquot I, the PXRD of aliquot II displayed also a layered structure, but the
stacking distance increased to ~20 Å (see Figure 3.1 b). In the 1H MAS NMR spectrum of
aliquote II, the acid signal at ~13 ppm of MPA dimers disappeared, indicating the opening of
the hydrogen bonded MPA dimers during heating, while three distinct signals assigned to
ethylene glycol sites are observed in the range from 3.5 – 5 ppm. At the same time, the

13

C

NMR signal of the acid dimers shifts to higher fields and splits into a broader signal at 175 ppm
assigned to free acid groups and a narrow signal at 172 ppm of acid sites coordinated to ethylene
glycol. The new methoxy signal of ethylene glycol (EG) in the aliquot II splits as well, into a
signal at ~67 ppm of methoxy sites coordinated to MPA-acid groups and free EG methoxy
groups at ~60.5 ppm. The signal assigned to MPA C(2) splits as well and shows the signal of
the trans conformation of MPA at ~42 ppm. The relative intensities of the two signals gauche :
trans is 2:1 indicating a statistical population of the two conformations. Both the presence of
MPA in the elongated trans-confirmation as well as the incorporation of EG into the layered
structure of Ag-MPA(UV) resulted in an increasing inter-layer distance compared to the
structure of stage I as confirmed by PXRD. The TEM micrographs and AFM images revealed
a web-like arrangement (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.3. AFM images for Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR)

Figure 3.4. TEM micrographs of Ag-MPA samples at the four stages. Scale bars are 10 nm.

When the sample was continuously heated at 130 °C for a period of 10 to 25 minutes, the
color changed to brown. In this third stage, the two shoulders in the UV range became weaker
and an obvious absorbance peak at ~800 nm appeared with a corresponding photoluminescence
at ~840 nm [see Figure 3.1a; this material will be referred as Ag-MPA(NIR) from now on].
The

13

C CP-MAS NMR spectra of Ag-MPA(NIR) showed that all MPA molecules have

been transferred from lateral space filling gauche conformation to the fully elongated trans
conformation and are coordinated to EG by hydrogen bonding as indicated by the single, narrow
carbonyl signal at 172 ppm. Therefore, the interlayer distance increased upon the transformation
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of Ag-MPA(UV) to Ag-MPA(NIR). The 1H MAS NMR spectra showed, that the molecular
order of coordinated ethylene glycol molecules increases substantially at this transition, going
from a disordered state with broad O-CH2 signals and narrow signals of free OH groups (around
~4 ppm) to an ordered state with sharper O-CH2 signals and a broad shoulder of hydrogen
bonded, less mobile OH groups. The PXRD revealed that the higher order reflections
disappeared and the remaining broadened first order peak shifts to ~3.7°, related to the stacking
distance of 23.8 Å. This could indicate that the main structure of the layer is maintained, but
the long-range periodicity of the stacked lamellar structure is strongly reduced. We assume that
the altering of argentophilic interactions was causing a lateral contraction of the Ag-S layer
which was the reason for the change of the optical properties. The lateral contraction of the
attached ligand forced the MPA molecules into the entropically unfavorable all-trans state and
led to an increasing inter-layer distance. It is difficult to imagine that this argentophilic lateral
contraction of the two-dimensional coordination polymer can occur without any local breaking
of the Ag-S layer, and thus reducing its size. The stacking of smaller two-dimensional objects,
however, leads to a reduced stacking periodicity as observed by the PXRD.
Importantly, we did not observe any signs of Ag2S diffraction signals, yet the material
displayed the typical absorption and emission features often attributed to quantum confined
Ag2S nanocrystals.27, 158-161 This indicated, that the characteristic optical properties (absorbance
peak at ~800 nm) of materials produced by the reaction of AgNO3 and MPA in ethylene glycol
stem from Ag-MPA coordination polymer and not from Ag2S nanocrystals. Interestingly, TEM
and AFM analyses revealed that the web-like structure is even more visible than for aliquot II,
the orange Ag-MPA(UV) (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). We want to emphasize that the
obtained Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR) materials were all very sensitive to the electron
beam, as we observed a gradual increase of particle-like structures with increasing exposure
time. This could be the origin of miss-interpretation of the NIR absorbance feature at ~800 nm
to stem from Ag2S nanocrystals as they could form in-situ in the electron microscope. In order
to compare our results to the literature27,

158-161

, we also synthesized silver thiolates with

different Ag:S ratios (1:2 and 1:20) and reaction temperatures (130 °C and 145 °C). Nearly
identical NIR optical features were observed in all cases (see Figure 3.5).
TEM images of Ag-MPA(NIR) synthesized at 145 °C showed some small round particles
that might be Ag2S particles, besides the typical fiber-like structure. However, compared
synthesized at 130 °C that do not show these small particles, their optical features are the same.
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In order to avoid significant transformation of Ag-MPA to Ag2S moderate reaction parameters
are benefical, such as lower temperatures (130 °C instead of 145 °C) (see Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5. Absorption and photoluminescence spectra and TEM micrographs for Ag-MPA(NIR)
synthesized at different temperature with different precursor ratios. Scale bars are 10 nm.

When we kept heating at 130 °C for 50 min, the absorption feature at 800 nm and the NIR
photoluminescence feature, together with the web-like structure, disappeared (see Figure 3.1).
The PXRD showed a single signal at 2.8° and only traces of monoclinic α-Ag2S around 30-40°
(see Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6. PXRD patterns of samples Ag-MPA(NIR), Stage IV, 2 h heated sample and
Ag2S_PDF#14_0072.

Only when heated for several hours a black precipitation with the clear diffraction pattern
of monoclinic Ag2S was obtained (see Figure 3.6). The growing Ag2S nanodisks are shown in
Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7. TEM micrographs Ag2S nanodiscs obtained by heating Ag-MPA for 2h at 130 °C.
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3.3.2 Reversible optical transition in Ag-MPA
While studying the transition from Ag-MPA(UV) to Ag-MPA(NIR), we noticed that if the
heating process was stopped early (between 15 min to 25 min heating at 130 °C), the brown
Ag-MPA(NIR) sample would revert back to orange Ag-MPA(UV) during the cool-down to
room temperature. This observation is a second indication that the optical properties are most
likely not stemming from Ag2S nanocrystals for which such reversible optical properties are
unknown. We followed this transformation optically by absorption spectroscopy during the
cool-down process from 130 °C (see Figure 3.8 a). The absorption peak at ~800 nm decreased
and blue shifted during the cooling process and ultimately completely disappeared. When
heated to 130 °C again, the optical properties of Ag-MPA(NIR) were fully restored. This
heating-cooling cycle can be repeated at least five times without any significant loss of the
reversibility of the characteristics (Figure 3.8 b). Unfortunately, because of the thermal
fluorescence quenching, during the temperature increase, we could not measure the PL spectra
for hot Ag-MPA(NIR).

Figure 3.8. Absorption spectra of (a) Ag-MPA continuously measured during the cooling from 130 °C
to room temperature. (b) Ag-MPA measured during several cycles of heating and cooling; the solid
linse show the room temperature absorbance, the dash lines shows the absorbance at 130 °C. (c)
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves of Ag- MPA(UV) powder for five continuous cycles at
heating/cooling rates of 5 K·
min-1.

The reversibility of the transition from Ag-MPA(UV) to Ag-MPA(NIR) and back was
confirmed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Figure 3.8 c). We cycled the temperature
between 25 °C and 150 °C with heating and cooling rates of 5 °C/min. During the first heating
we measured an endothermic peak at ~143 °C with an energy of 195.52 mJ and upon cooling
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to an exothermic peak at ~109 °C with an energy of 79.39 mJ (Figure 3.8 c). This indicated that
Ag-MPA(UV) converts to Ag-MPA(NIR) at ~143 °C and then partially returns to Ag-MPA(UV)
at ~109 °C. This transformation seemed to be kinetically limited, since the exothermic peak
was most likely related to the reorganization of the layered Ag-MPA sheets into ordered super
structures did not coincide with the endothermic peak at ~143 °C of the transition from AgMPA(UV) to Ag-MPS(NIR). We could speculate that this created some structural hysteresis,
which might be also the reason that the integrated peak area decreased with every cycle.
We also studied how the pH value affects the solubility of the Ag-MPA(UV) in water (see
Figure 3.9). We found out that the solubility is dependent on the pH value. Low pH values led
to a lower solubility. When the pH value is 1.2, Ag-MPA precipitates completely and sinks to
the bottom of the flask. A possible reason is that the extra protons suppressed the ionization of
the carboxyl group in MPA. With the increase of the pH value, the Ag-MPA dissolved much
faster, and the solution became clearer. When the pH value reached 12.5, after 3 h, the color of
the aqueous solution changed from yellow to brown, and there a peak at 800 nm appeared in
the absorption spectra (Figure 3.9). This indicates that the transition from Ag-MPA(UV) to AgMPA(NIR) also can be triggered by pH value.

Figure 3.9. The absoption spectra of Ag-MPA(UV) in different pH values.

3.3.3 Chemical states of C, S, and Ag in Ag-MPA(UV)/(NIR)
We further used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to shed some light on the chemical
states of C, S and Ag for Ag- MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR) (see Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11
for survey scans). Purified Ag-MPA(UV) water solution was dropped on two pieces of silicon
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wafers. Then one of the wafers was heated to 130 °C, to obtain Ag-MPA(NIR). For analysis of
the data, the standard spin-orbit splitting of 1.18 eV and a branching ratio of 2:1 (S 2p3/2 : S2
p1/2) was used to fit the S 2p3/2,1/2 doublet. S 2p spectra analysis points out three distinct chemical
states for both S in Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR). The S 2p3/2 signal occurring at ~162.1
eV is the main contributor of the overall S population, associated with an Ag-S-R structure,
which is normally detected in silver thiolate.170, 175 At lower binding energy the peak at ~161.2
eV can be associated with S 2p3/2 Ag2S,176 which takes around 27% in the whole content of
sulfur. We did not observe these Ag2S traces in the PXRD experiments. This could be due to
an amorphous character or because the Ag2S in the XPS was formed in situ during the high
vacuum processing and X-ray exposure during the measurement. Finally, the spin-orbit pair at
higher binding energy (S 2p3/2 ~163.5 eV) is associated with free thiol group.175,176 In the AgMPA(UV), there is a small amount of free thiol groups (~6%), most likely stemming from
physical adsorbed, unbound MPA. In the Ag-MPA(NIR), there is more free thiol group
(~13%).177 This could imply that during the heating of Ag-MPA(UV) to obtain the AgMPA(NIR), MPA is partially released from Ag-MPA(UV).

Figure 3.10. High-resolution XP-spectra of Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR) (a) S 2p, solid lines
represent the signals stemming from S 2p3/2, dash lines represent the signals stemming from S 2p1/2,; (b)
C 1s; (c) Ag 3d, solid lines represent the signals stemming from Ag 3d5/2, dash lines represent the signals
stemming from Ag 3d3/2..
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Figure 3.11. Overall XPS survey spectra for Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR)

The standard spin-orbit splitting of 6 eV, and branching ratio of 3:2 (Ag3d5/2 : Ag3d3/2) was
used to fit the Ag 3d5/2,3/2 doublet. For the main signal, Ag 3d5/2 is centered at 368.2 eV, but the
peak separation of Ag, Ag-S-R, Ag2S is too small to be appreciated.177
The C 1s spectra exhibit the emission bands at 284.8 eV, 286.4 eV and 288.9 eV. In MPA,
there are three types carbon atoms. The signal at ~288.9 eV can be attributed to the carbon atom
in the COOH group.178 The difference in binding energy for the carbon atoms in the position of
S-C-C and C-C-C is too small to be appreciated.179 There is a strong peak in the C 1s spectra at
286.3 eV attributed to C-OH, which stems from ethylene glycol. The ratio of C-OH:COOH in
Ag-MPA(UV) is 2.4:1 and in Ag-MPA(NIR) is 2.6:1, which reflects a ratio of ethylene
glycol:MPA only slightly larger than 1 (there are two C-OH in EG and one COOH in MPA, the
theoretical ratio for ethylene glycol/MPA would be 2:1). This is in agreement with the NMR
results that showed a layer of ethylene glycol molecules interconnects to the MPA layer. This
interconnection is achieved through hydrogen bonds, and both Ag-MPA(UV) with MPA in
mixed conformation and Ag-MPA (NIR) with MPA in pure trans conformation had almost the
same chemical states of Ag, S, and C.
The XPS results demonstrate that within the material, Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA (NIR)
have almost the same chemical states of Ag, S, and C, but the ratio of bound/unbound MPA
changes slightly during the heating process that is required to transform the nonphotoluminescent Ag-MPA(UV) into NIR-photoluminescent Ag-MPA(NIR). This result was
also confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy (see Figure 3.12). The sharp signal at 1714 cm-1 is
attributed to the C=O bonds of carboxylic acid groups from MPA and the absence of the S-H
signal indicates that MPA is bound to Ag. The broad peak at around 3386 cm-1 is attributed to
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the -OH from ethylene glycol and only present in samples of stages II-IV (see Figure 3.1 a and
b). Thus, in conclusion, the different optical properties in Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR)
do not stem from differences in the chemical state but most likely is tuned by the (temperature
dependent) metallophilic interaction between silver atoms.88

Figure 3.12. FTIR spectra for the four stages samples.

3.3.4 Study of various ligands and solvents
In order to evaluate their importance on the appearance of the NIR feature in Ag thiolate
coordination polymers, we assessed a broad range of different ligands and solvents (see Figure
3.13 and Figure 3.14). Our experiments on the various ligands revealed that for a successful
synthesis of Ag thiolates with NIR optical properties mainly the proper coordination between
Ag+ and thiol group is crucial. We could show that the group terminating each Ag thiolate layer
can be substituted, covering a broad range from CH3 to COOH. We also found that the lengths
of the ligand is not of great importance as Ag-12-mercapotundecanoic acid shows nearly
identical optical properties to Ag-3-mercaptoproprionic acid. However, the solubility of the
coordination polymers can be conveniently adjusted by the choice of the ligand lengths and end
group. Moreover, quantum yield (QY) decreases with the decrease of solubility. The QY of AgMPA(NIR) is 5.38%, Ag-3-mercapto-1-propanol is 5.35%, Ag-methyl 3-mercaptopropionate
is 2.47%, Ag-12-mercaptododecanoic acid is 1.02% and Ag-1-hexanethiol is 0.53% (see Table
3.1).
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Table 3.1. The quantum yield(QY) of Ag thiolate with different ligands.
ηsolvent
Sample

Slope

Solvent

(the refractive index
of solvent)

QY
(%)

ICG

294213

DMSO

1.479

10.6

Ag-MPA(NIR)

159596

EG

1.431

5.38

Ag-3-mercapto-1-propanol

158837

EG

1.431

5.35

Ag-methyl 3-mercaptopropionate

73385

EG

1.431

2.47

Ag-12-mercaptododecanoic acid

30370

EG

1.431

1.02

Ag-1-hexanethiol

15633

EG

1.431

0.53

The QYs in Table 3.1 obtained relative to an ICG standard solution and calculated with
Equation 3.1.
𝑄𝑌𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝑄𝑌𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 (

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝜂𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 2
)
)(
𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝜂𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑

Equation 3.1

The slope is calculated from the linear fit of integrated absorption against integrated
photoluminescence of silver thiolate and ICG reference at different sample concentrations. The
integration boundaries for the absorption was set to 655nm and 665 nm, based on the excitation
at 660 nm and a full-width-half-maximum of the excitation beam of ~10 nm.
As the NMR and XPS data demonstrates, ethylene glycol is not only solvent but also part of
the structure in Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR). When we replaced ethylene glycol by 1,3propanediol, 1,4-butanediol, 1,5-pentanediol, silver thiolate products with similar absorbance
and photoluminescence feature can still be obtained. However, the reaction temperature had to
be increased from 130 °C to a maximum of 155 °C. The higher temperatures could be necessary
due to the lower mobility with increasing molecular weights. With 1,6-hexanediol the reaction
did not yield a NIR photoluminescent material any more (see Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13. Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of (a) silver thiolate synthesized with different
thiol ligands in ethylene glycol; (b) Ag-MPA synthesized in different solvents, absorption spectra are
plotted with solid lines and photoluminescence spectra with dashed lines.

When we compared solvents with one more (glycerol) or one less hydroxyl group (1pentanol) than ethylene glycol we found that at least two hydroxyl groups are required to obtain
NIR photoluminescent silver thiolates. Thus, an additional hydroxyl group seems not to be
problematic for the formation of NIR photoluminescent coordination polymers. This can be
related to the number of functional groups needed for "cross-linking" the layers, XRD data
shown in Figure 3.14. With two or more OH groups in the solvent molecule, the Ag-MPA layers
can be easily inter-connected and stabilized.
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Figure 3.14. PXRD of (a) silver thiolates synthesized with different thiol ligands in ethylene glycol and
(b) Ag-MPA synthesized in different solvents.

Since the reaction towards silver thiolate coordination polymers appears to be
polymerization-like, we tried to upscale the reaction product by increasing the precursor
concentration (see Figure 3.15), without notable differences in the properties of the materials.

Figure 3.15. Absorption spectra (solid lines) and photoluminescence spectra (dash lines) for Ag-MPA
synthesized at different precursor concentrations.
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At the same time, we were able to convert aqueous solutions of Ag-MPA(UV) and AgMPA(NIR) into 40 nm sized Ag-MPA(NIR) colloids after emulsification in toluene and
evaporation of water (see Figure 3.16). The versatile processing of Ag-MPA will allow for
versatile integration in various applications ranging from bio-imaging to optoelectronics.

Figure 3.16. TEM images of Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR) toluene emulsion. Scar bars are 50 nm.
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3.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have analyzed the reaction process of AgNO3 and thiolate ligands in
ethylene glycol and other hydroxylated solvents during heating. We found that thiol-bearing
molecules act as a ligand for silver in the formation of lamellar silver thiolate coordination
polymers. Their end group and overall length of the ligand were not limiting the reaction
towards NIR photoluminescent silver thiolates. We further found that ethylene glycol is not
only the solvent but intercalates in the silver thiolate layers at later stages in the synthesis.
Similar materials were obtained with solvents that bear at least two hydroxyl groups (diols and
glycerol) and are not too high molecular weight (such as 1,6-hexanediol compared to ethylene
glycol). I discovered that the obtained silver thiolate coordination polymers display a reversible
blue-to-NIR optical transition, which are linked to structural transformations as evidenced by
PXRD, solid state NMR and DSC. Furthermore, the XPS data supports the solid-state NMR
results that the chemical state in Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR) are very similar. Thus we
conclude that the (temperature-dependent) optical properties of Ag-MPA coordination
polymers are modulated by metallophilic interactions between silver atoms in the layered silver
thiolates and stabilized in the reversible range by conformational changes of the ligands. The
nearly identical absorption feature at 800 nm and the reversibility (under suitable conditions)
suggest that syntheses working with AgNO3 and MPA in ethylene glycol yield NIR
photoluminescent coordination polymers rather than the Ag2S nanocrystals that several works
of literature linked to the very characteristic optical properties. Therefore, our findings resolve
this issue due to the now clarified chemical identity of the NIR photoluminescent material,
which opens new avenues for applications. Since the Ag-MPA material forms and can be
processed like a polymer material, new possibilities arise for applications ranging from bioimaging to optoelectronics.
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4.

Silver thiolate supramolecular gel with near infrared

emission and enhanced mechanical properties
Chapter 4 is based on a manuscript under preparation for publication.

4.1 Introduction
Supramolecular gels are soft matter materials generated from low molecular weight
compounds (Mw<3000 g/mol) and solvents. Small gelator molecules self-aggregate and
entangle to form self-assembled fibrillary networks held together by non-covalent interactions,
such as hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking, electrostatic interactions, van der Waals forces, and
hydrophobic interaction,180,181 which can be triggered by external stimuli to achieve the gel-sol
transition. Among the fields of supramolecular gels, metallogels of coinage metals attract
tremendous attention due to unique redox, optical, and electronic properties from the
functionalized metal complexes.182-184
The Ag(I) ion displays a versatile coordination number (2-6) and diverse coordination
geometries, such as linear, trigonal, tetrahedral, square, and octahedral.185-189 Since Ag(I) is a
soft Lewis acid, it exhibits the tendency to strongly coordinate with the soft Lewis base sulfur.69
These two points offer ample possibilities to build Ag(I)-sulfur supramolecular gels with
desirable properties.55 For instance, Shen et al. reported on an anion-responsive Ag(I)glutathione coordination polymer hydrogel, where the addition of iodine can trigger the gel-sol
state transition, and subsequent addition of Ag(I) leads to a reversible sol-gel transition.114 Chen
et al. prepared injectable, self-healing, antimicrobial, degradable, and superabsorbent hydrogels
through Ag coordinated to 4-arm PEG-SH and applied this gel for microRNAs delivery.190
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These hydrogel systems make use of the general property of silver(I) coordination
compounds, such as stronger complexation ability with iodine and antibacterial properties.191
However, no silver (I) supramolecular gel related to the unique optical property of silver-sulfur
complex, near-infrared (NIR) (700-2000 nm) fluorescence property which typically exhibits
from Ag2S quantum dots, was reported. NIR light can penetrate deep into tissue with lower
absorption and scattering compared to Vis light.192 Therefore, NIR fluorescence materials are
widely used for imaging in vivo, photoacoustic imaging, photodynamic therapy, and related
biomedical fields.193
As reported in the previous chapter, we successfully synthesized silver thiolate coordination
polymer with switchable blue to NIR optical transitions. we noticed in situ gelation of Ag-MPA
in EG when carrying out the reaction with fifteen times higher precursor concentration. In this
chapter, we further modified the structure of the silver thiolate coordination polymer and
designed a silver thiolate supramolecular gel with a short thiol ligand, NIR fluorescence, and
good water solubility. Furthermore, we blended it with poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) to obtain a
robust, free-standing, and stretchable hydrogel. Its excellent compatibility with PVA aqueous
solution expands the potential of these materials in biomedical and sensory applications.194
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4.2 Experimental part
Chemicals: All reagents were purchased and used without further purification. Silver nitrate
(Sigma-Aldrich, BioXtra, >99%), 3-mercaptopropionic acid (Aldrich, ≥99%), ethylene glycol
(Acros organics, 99.5%, for analysis), diethylene glycol (Sigma Aldrich, ≥99.0%), poly(vinyl
alcohol) (Aldrich, Mw 89,000-98,000, 99+% hydrolyzed), citric acid trisodium salt (Acros
organics, 98% anhydrous), acetone (Fisher Chemical, >=99.8%).
Methods:
Synthesis of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR): 0.645 g of AgNO3 (3.75 mmol), 25 mL of ethylene
glycol and 25 mL of diethylene glycol were added into a 100 mL 3-neck-flask. The mixture
was degassed under vacuum at room temperature for 30 min. After stopping the vacuum and
putting the flask to argon, 0.7 mL of 3-mercaptopropionic acid (7.5 mmol) was injected into
the flask and the temperature was set to 125 °C. When the temperature of the solution reached
125 °C, the cloudy white solution changed to clear orange gradually (~5 min-10 min) and finally
changed to dark brown (~15 min). Afterward, the mixture was cooled to room temperature
using a water bath.
Purification of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR): 30 mL of acetone was added to 5 mL of the
reaction solution. After shaking the centrifuge tube, a fiber-like structure flocculated from the
solvent. The mixture was centrifuged for 5 min at 7000 rpm, the clear supernatant was discarded
and the precipitated was washed by acetone at least two more times. Then the precipitate was
dried by freeze drying (CHRIST, Alpha 2-4 LSCbasic) at -80 °C for 8 h.
Preparation of PVA based Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR) hydrogel: Firstly, aqueous solutions
of 8 wt% PVA with varying Ag-MPA-EG/DEG content. Specifically, the 8 wt% PVA aqueous
solution was mixed with Ag-MPA-EG/DEG to achieve Ag-MPA-EG/DEG content of 0 wt%,
0.13 wt% (the weight ratio of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG : PVA = 0.016), and 0.4 wt% (the weight
ratio of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG : PVA = 0.05). These solutions were poured into a polycarbonate
container with a metal bottom for good thermal conductivity. The size of the cavity was 2 mm
in thickness, 6.5 mm in height and 5.5 mm wide (the photographs of the container are shown
in Figure 4.1). The filled container was slowly immersed into the -78 °C cooling bath (a mixture
of ethanol and dry ice) from the bottom to the top for 1 h. Afterward, the frozen ice sample was
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taken out of the cooling bath. The formed gel was removed from the container and immediately
immersed and stored in 1.5 M trisodium citrate aqueous solution at 4 °C for 48 h.

Figure 4.1. Photograph of the container to prepare PVA-based hydrogels.

Characterization:
Absorption measurements. 1 cm pathlength quartz cuvettes with a chamber volume of
3 mL were used for absorption measurements. The absorption spectra were conducted on an
Agilent Cary 60 Spectrophotometer.
Photoluminescence measurements. Photoluminescence spectra were recorded using J&M
TIDAS diode-array spectrometer with an XBO-lamp as the excitation source.
Atomic force microscopy. AFM samples were prepared by drop-casting the aqueous
solution onto the silicon wafer. AFM imaging was performed on a Dimension Icon FS AFM in
tapping mode with a scan rate of 0.595 Hz.
Scanning electron microscopy. SEM imaging was performed on a Zeiss LEO Gemini 1530
Scanning Electron Microscope (Zeiss) with an acceleration voltage of 3 kV.
X-ray diffraction. Powder XRD patterns were collected on a Rigaku SmartLab
Diffractometer, operated with a Cu Kα radiation source (1.540593Å) with increment steps of
0.01°and at 0.3°/min.
Rheological experiments. Rheological characterization was carried out on Modular
Compact Rheometer (Anton Paar) with a parallel plate (diameter: 25 mm) at room temperature.
The storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G’’) were monitored under small-amplitude shear
at an applied frequency of 10 rad/s.
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Tensile strength testing. The mechanical tensile strength of the PVA-based hydrogels was
determined using a Universal Testing Machine (Zwick/Roell Z2005). The PVA-based hydrogel
film was cut to a 10 mm wide rectangle. The samples were stretched until they broke at a rate
of 50 mm/min. The stress (𝜎) was obtained by dividing the loaded force (𝐹) by the crosssectional area (𝐴0 ) and the strain (𝜀) was obtained by dividing the deformed length (∆𝑙) by the
original length (𝑙0 ) ((𝑙0 ) is 20 mm in this testing).
𝜎=

𝐹
𝐴0

∆𝑙 = 𝑙 − 𝑙0 , 𝜀 =

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 4.1
∆𝑙
𝑙0

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 4.2

Solid state NMR. Solid state NMR measurements have been performed at 700.25 MHz 1H
Larmor frequency and 25 kHz magic angle spinning (MAS) frequency with a Bruker Avance
III console using a commercial double resonance probe supporting zirconia rotors with 2.5 mm
outer diameter. The radio frequency power for signal excitation and decoupling has been
adjusted on both frequency channels, 1H and

13

C, to a nutation frequency of 100 kHz

corresponding to a duration of 90°excitation pulses of 2.5 µs.
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4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 The gelation of Ag-MPA
Based on the work in chapter 3, we noticed that when using more than ten times the typical
precursor concentration, both Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR) formed gels in EG, which can
stay firmly on the top of an inverted bottle. Moreover, we noticed that after the samples were
heated to ~80 °C, the gel collapsed to form a solution, but upon cooling the sol state sample to
room temperature for around 10 min, the gel state was restored. Interestingly, this gel can also
be reversibly converted into a solution by other external stimuli, such as shaking and stirring.
Letting the solution stand led again to a gel. Therefore, the gel-sol transition can be
triggered/recovered by heating/cooling and shaking/resting (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Photographs of the gel-sol transition of Ag-MPA(UV) and Ag-MPA(NIR).

Dynamic mechanical analysis can be used to analyze both elastic and viscous material
responses simultaneously. A motor is used to apply a sinusoidal strain to a material, and the
resulting stress is measured with a force measuring transducer. The force is then electronically
separated into two components – and elastic stress and viscous stress. The elastic stress of the
material is the component of the measured stress that is in phase with the applied strain, and the
viscous stress is the component of the stress that is in phase with the strain rate or 90°out of
phase with the strain. If the test is done in a sheer geometry, then shear moduli (g) are calculated.
The elastic modulus (G’) is defined as the ratio of the elastic stress to strain and relates to the
material’s ability to store energy elastically. The loss modulus (G”) is the ratio of the viscous
component to the strain, and relates to the material’s ability to dissipate stress through viscous
flow. The moduli (G”/G’) ratio is defined as tan δ, which indicates the relative degree of
viscous-to-elastic dissipation of the materials. The rheological analysis of Ag-MPA(UV) was
shown in Figure 4.3a.
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Figure 4.3. Rheology behaviour of Ag-MPA(UV) in strain sweep experiments from 1% to 1000%, (a)
the 1st measurement from gel to sol, (b) the 2nd measurement performed after 30 s resting time after the
1st measurement, (c) a 3rd measurement was performed 3 h after the 1st measurement. (d) Time sweeps
from 0 s to 6000 s with a constant strain of 0.1% (recover from 1000% strain).

In the linear viscoelastic zone (the strain less than ~180%), G’ > G”, the sample responded
elastically to the imposed strain. With the increase of the strain, G’ and G” lost the linear
property and eventually intersected at ~200% (flow point). When the strain was increased
beyond the flow point, the gel broke down to form a solution with the typical viscous properties
of a fluid. The strain was further increased until 1000%, then after 30 s resting, the second
testing interval started (see Figure 4.3b). Clearly, Ag-MPA(UV) supramolecular gel exhibited
similar viscoelastic properties in both testing runs for strains less than ~180%. Here G’ > G”
and the flow point was always at ~200% strain. However, the G’ value decreased from 11 Pa
to 7 Pa in the second testing cycle. Thus, Ag-MPA(UV) showed a fast yet uncompleted
recovery of the gel state after breaking down by two much-applied strains. When testing again
3 h, a slight increase of the G’ (13 Pa) was noticeable (see Figure 4.3c), most likely because
some unordered EG molecules became aligned during the shear force operation. The temporal
evolution of G’ and G” was shown in Figure 4.3 d to exhibit the change of G’ and G” during
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the recovery progress, which determined by the recombination of hydrogen bonds. This timedependent shear thinning property is called thixotropy, which is a common property of
supramolecular gels due to the flexibility of the non-covalent bonds.
Importantly, Ag-MPA(NIR) supramolecular gels exhibited similar rheology and thixotropy
properties as Ag-MPA(UV) (see Figure 4.4). This offered the possibility to design NIR
fluorescent soft materials, which might be potentially interesting for some applications.

Figure 4.4. Rheological behaviour of Ag-MPA (NIR) in strain sweep experiments from 1% to 1000%,
(a) the 1st measurement form gel to sol, (b) the 2nd measurement performed 10 s after the 1st measurement.

4.3.2 Tuning the properties by introducing diethylene glycol (DEG)
The introduction of a suitable co-solvent can be used to further tune the properties of AgMPA coordination polymer. This is because, like EG, the solvent can interact with the lamellar
layers through hydrogen bonding, therefore potentially influencing the final properties. In this
section, the modified the silver thiolate coordination polymer Ag-MPA by introducing
diethylene glycol (DEG) as a co-solvent in the synthesis (we name the product Ag-MPAEG/DEG from here on) was studied. An increase in the quantum yield as well as the mechanical
properties was achieved.
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4.3.2.1 Synthesis and reaction process
Firstly, EG and DEG are mixed homogenously before the addition of AgNO3. After water
and oxygen was removed by degassing, MPA was added to the reaction flask under argon
atmosphere, and the reaction medium was slowly heated to 125 °C. When the temperature of
the solution reached 125 °C, the turbid white mixture turned into a clear orange solution
gradually (~5 min - 10 min) and eventually changed to a dark brown solution (~15min).
Afterwards, the mixture was cooled to room temperature using a water bath. We monitored the
products of this reaction. The first stage milk-white sample was obtained at 75 °C (Ag-MPAEG/DEG (I)). After heated at 125 °C for 5 min, the second stage orange sample was obtained
(Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (II)). Then, after heated at 125 °C for 15 min, the final stage dark brown
sample was obtained (Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR)).
The products were taken out of the flask and kept at room temperature for a week before
purification and freezing-drying. After a week of aging, acetone was added to the sample with
stirring to obtain a fiber-like precipitate. This precipitate was separated from the solvent by
centrifuge. Then this process was repeated two more times to purify the sample from EG and
DEG. After freeze-drying overnight, the obtained powder was characterized by solid state NMR
and PXRD measurements (see Figure 4.5, 4.7).
1

H MAS NMR spectra of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(II) and Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR) showed

distinct signals assigned to OH and O-CH2 groups from EG and DEG at around 3.5 - 5 ppm
(see Figure 4.5 c, d). The peak at 12.5 ppm in the spectra of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(I) was assigned
to acid dimer from the –COOH of MPA (see Figure 4.5 a). This signal from the acid dimer did
not appear in the spectra of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(II) and Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR), indicating the
hydrogen bond dissociated gradually while heating. The strong and sharp peak of Ag-MPAEG/DEG(I) (~5 ppm) possibly came from water, which could be absorbed by the uncoordinated
carboxyl groups.
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Figure 4.5 (a) 1H MAS NMR spectra, and (b) 13C NMR spectra of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (I); (c) 1H MAS
NMR spectra, and (d) 13C NMR spectra of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (II); (e) 1H MAS NMR spectra, and (f) 13C
NMR spectra of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR).

In the 13C NMR spectra, the peak at ~172 ppm was assigned to acid sites coordinated to OH
in EG and DEG (see Figure 4.5 d, f). The peak at ~29 ppm was assigned to MPA carbon sites
C(1) S-CH2. The MPA carbon sites C(2) at ~42 ppm split into two peaks responding to trans
and gauche confirmations. As in the case of Ag-MPA(II), the ratio of gauche : trans of AgMPA-EG/DEG (II) was almost identical. Furthermore, regarding Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR),
most of the MPA was transferred to trans conformation. There was a group of signals stemming
from O-CH2 in the range of 58 – 75 ppm. For both Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (II) and Ag-MPAEG/DEG (NIR), the peak at 67 ppm was assigned to O-CH2 from EG coordinated to the
carboxyl group of MPA, and the peak at 60.5 ppm was assigned to O-CH2 from EG with
uncoordinated free OH. The peak at 65 ppm was assigned to O-CH2 from DEG coordinated to
the carboxyl group of MPA, and the peak at 61.5 ppm was assigned to O-CH2 from DEG with
uncoordinated free OH. The peaks at 69 ppm and 73 ppm were possibly corresponding to CH2O-CH2 in DEG. Naturally, it is difficult to distinguish these two signals.
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The one-week aged sample was compared with the fresh purified sample immediately after
synthesis. The sample purified immediately after synthesis exhibited weak coordination signals
of EG and DEG in 1H MAS and

13

C MAS NMR spectra (see Figure 4.6). Aging time is

necessary for the formation of the hydrogen bonds, which might facilitate the formation of a
higher-order assembled structure.

Figure 4.6. (a) 1H MAS NMR spectra, and (b) 13C NMR spectra of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (II) with short
aging time; (c) 1H MAS NMR spectra, and (d) 13C NMR spectra of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR) with short
aging time.

The PXRD results agreed well with the results of NMR. The PXRD pattern of Ag-MPAEG/DEG(I) showed a well-ordered lamellar structure. The pattern of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(II)
also showed a lamellar structure, but the opening of acid dimer resulting in an increased inter
layer distance and the replacement of DEG with EG decreased the order between layers.
Besides, the intensity of the pattern (020) and (030) decreased compared with Ag-MPA(UV)
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(see Figure 4.7). With most parts of MPA arranged as trans confirmation, the distance further
increased and order decreased, and only the signal of (010) was shown in the spectra.

Figure 4.7. PXRD patterns of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG.

According to these results, the scheme of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR) was illustrated in Figure
4.8. Ag and S construct a plane with a distorted hexagonal, and the thiol ligands MPA distribute
on both sides of the Ag-S plane. The terminal carboxyl group of MPA partially coordinated
with EG and partially coordinated with DEG through hydrogen bonding. We noticed that with
the introduction of DEG, Ag-MPA-EG/DEG possessed better solubility in water than Ag-MPA.
Due to the introduction of DEG, the space between layers could be expanded to hold more
water molecules.
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Figure 4.8. The scheme of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR).

Between two layers of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG, the solvent can be hosted and stabilized by
hydrogen bonding and self-assemble into filament-like structures. With a larger number of
filaments self-assembly, intersecting fibers could form, as shown in AFM images in Figure 4.9.
The entanglement of nanofibers made the formation of a solid-like network possible.

Figure 4.9. AFM images of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR).

4.3.2.2 Optic and rheological properties
After the introduction of DEG, Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (II) and Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR)
exhibited similar rheology properties, as well as thermoreversible and thixotropic properties. In
an inverted glass vial, the gel can stay on the top of the bottle against gravity. Once heated up
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to around 70 °C, the materials turned sol state. Cooling back to room temperature led back to
gelation.
Additional experiments focused on exploring the rheological properties of Ag-MPAEG/DEG (NIR) were conducted. Due to the absence of luminescence properties, the Ag-MPAEG/DEG (II) was not researched any further. A motor with parallel plates was used to apply a
sinusoidal strain to the material, and the resulting stress was measured by a force measuring
transducer. Detailed experiment procedure was shown in section 4.3.1. In the first cycle of a
multi-cycle strain-sweep measurement, when the strain was less than 60%, the elastic modulus
(G’) was higher than the loss modulus G” (see Figure 4.10 a). Thus, Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR)
supramolecular gels exhibit typical gel behavior. With the increase of strain, G’ and G” loose
the linear feature and the curves crossed at a strain at around 67%, known as the flow point.
Beyond the flow point where G’ < G”, the sample turned to its sol state. The second and third
cycles of measurements were carried out after 20 min intervals to recover the gel state with
similar rheological properties as observed in the first cycle. This result exhibited the dynamic
and reversible nature of the Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR) supramolecular gel, which is controlled
by the breaking and recombination of hydrogen bonds. Both G’ (increased from 17 Pa for the
1st measurement to 20 Pa for the 3rd measurement) and G” (increased from 15 Pa for the 1st
measurement to 16 Pa for the 3rd measurement) increased since more unordered EG and DEG
molecules became ordered under the shear force operation. Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR) exhibited
higher G’ and G” than Ag-MPA, possibly attributed to the higher inter-molecule interactions
of DEG (i.g., hydrogel bonding), indicated by the higher melting point and boiling point
compared to the EG.
In order to further evaluate the recovery process of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR), a series of
sweep experiments were conducted to monitor the recovery process from 1000% to 0.1% strain.
The measurement was started at the point that strain changed from 1000% to 0.1%. Figure 4.10
b showed that the sample transformed from sol to gel immediately, then G’ and G” increased
gradually under the low strain 0.1%. These results showed the typical thixotropy of Ag-MPAEG/DEG(NIR). The dynamic and reversible nature of the non-covalent interactions (e.g.,
hydrogen bonds), contributing to the formation of these network structures, gives these
supramolecular gels the inherent ability to respond to external stimuli.195
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Figure 4.10. Rheology behavior of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR): (a) in strain sweep experiment from 1% to
1000%, (b) time sweep from 0 s to 1500 s with constant strain 0.1% (recover from 1000% strain).

The same as the previous sample Ag-MPA(NIR), Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR) exhibited an
absorbance peak at ~800 nm with corresponding photoluminescence at ~840 nm (see Figure
4.11), and the quantum yield increased from 5.4% for Ag-MPA(NIR) to 12.9% for Ag-MPAEG/DEG (NIR). A possible reason could be that the relatively high rigidity of the DEG system
could suppress the non-irradiation decay through the thermal relaxation pathway.196

Figure 4.11. The absorption (black line) and photoluminescence (red line) spectra of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG.
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4.3.2.3 Xerogels
Furthermore, the ice templating and freeze-drying methods were used to prepare xerogels
with different concentrations of aqueous Ag-MPA-EG/DEG solutions in a 1 ml cubic mold.
After freeze-drying, the solid xerogel can almost maintain the volume of the mold and exhibits
a sponge-like structure with 1.6 wt% aqueous Ag-MPA-EG/DEG solutions (see Figure 4.12 b,
c). The density was determined to be around 0.02 g/cm3. When the concentration decreased
from 1.6 wt% to 0.2 wt%, the volume shrank but still maintained the sponge-like structure (see
Figure 4.12 a). A 0.1 wt% sample maintained almost ¼ of its original volume. When decreasing
the concentration further, the volume of the xerogel monolith became smaller and eventually
collapsed completely (see Figure 4.12 a,g).
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Figure 4.12. (a) Photographs and (b) SEM micrographs of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR) xerogels obtained
by freeze-drying aqueous solutions of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(NIR) at different concentrations.
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4.3.3 PVA-based hydrogels
Limited by the non-covalent interactions nature of the supramolecular gel, Ag-MPAEG/DEG(NIR) cannot exhibit available mechanical properties, such as stretchable and
compressible. In order to extend the application of this NIR fluorescence supramolecular gel, it
was blended with PVA to enhance the mechanical properties. PVA is a widely used,
biocompatible, and low cell adhesion hydrogel, typically crosslinked by microcrystalline
domains and hydrogen bonds. Firstly, we prepared 8 wt% PVA hydrogel. Then we blended
different amounts of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR) with 8 wt% PVA based hydrogel, the weight
ratios of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR) : PVA are 0, 0.016, and 0.05 we named as PVA98.4wt%[AgMPA-EG/DEG]1.6wt% and PVA95wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]5wt%), to prepare toughness NIR
emission hydrogel.
We used the freeze-casting and salting-out method to prepare PVA-based hydrogels (details
of this method reported by He is shown in section 2.2.2.1).136 The details of my experiment
were shown in methods part of section 4.2. Briefly, an 8 wt% PVA aqueous solution (with the
weight ratios of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG (NIR) : PVA are 0, 0.016, and 0.05) was cast in a designed
polycarbonate (PC) container with a metal bottom for good thermal conductivity. Then this
container was slowly immersed into the -78 °C cooling bath. PVA chains were fixed to a
specific shape in the container during the first freezing process, and polymer chains were
prepacked microscopically. At the same time, the densification of aligned micropore walls
could be expected. During the subsequent thawing in sodium citrate aqueous solution, the
preconcentrated PVA chains further aggregated and crystallized to create a mesh-like network
(SEM images are shown in Figure 4.13 a,b). These mesh-like networks arranged out the
directional backbone according to the freezing direction.
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Figure 4.13. SEM images of PVA and PVA-based hydrogel: (a) and (b) PVA hydrogel; (c) and (d)
PVA98.4wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]1.6wt% hydrogel; (e) and (f) PVA95wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]5wt% hydrogel.

The 8 wt% PVA hydrogel demonstrated excellent mechanical properties, with the maximum
tensile strain of 730% and ultimate tensile strength of 7.4 MPa (see Figure 4.14), thanks to the
densified structure of semicrystalline and aligned PVA fibers. The chain-fracture mechanism
can explain the mechanism for dissipating energy in PVA hydrogels.
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Figure 4.14. (a) Stress-strain curves for PVA hydrogel (blue dashed line), PVA98.4wt%[Ag-MPAEG/DEG]1.6wt% hydrogel (solid green line), and PVA95wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]5wt% hydrogel (solid
purple line), (b) the picture of PVA based hydrogel during the tensile test before fracture.

When the polymer chain is fractured, the mechanical energy stored in the chain is dissipated,
the fracture energy in the process zone can be calculated according to the Lake-Thomas
theory197:
Γ𝐷 = 2𝑈𝑓 𝑁𝑓 ℎ

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 4.2

𝑈𝑓 : the energy required to rupture a polymer chain;
𝑁𝑓 : the number of polymer chains fractured per unit volume of the process zone;
h: the width of the process zone.
The aligned thicker chains increased 𝑈𝑓 , and the nanometer fibers increased 𝑁𝑓 . After being
stretched, all the folded and entangled nanofibrils were straightened and aligned in the stretched
direction to dissipate the fracture energy by breaking the intermolecular interaction (see Figure
4.16 a,b).198
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Figure 4.15. SEM images of PVA and PVA-based hydrogel after tensile test: (a) and (b) PVA hydrogel;
(c) and (d) PVA98.4wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]1.6wt% hydrogel; (e) and (f) PVA95wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]5wt%
hydrogel.

PVA98.4wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]1.6wt% hydrogel demonstrated almost the same mechanical
property as a pure PVA hydrogel, with the maximum tensile strain of 700% and ultimate
strength of 8.4 MPa (see Figure 4.14). This could be expected because the addition of a small
percentage of Ag-MPA-EG/DEG should not interfere too much with the crystallization PVA
chains. One could expect that the Ag-MPA-EG/DEG networks simply adheres to the PVA
fibers, possibly increasing 𝑈𝑓 . Therefore, the tensile toughness slightly increased from 2750
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MJ/m3 of the PVA hydrogel to 2780 MJ/m3. However, the addition of more supramolecular
coordination polymer reduced the mechanical property of the PVA-based hydrogel.
PVA95wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]5wt% hydrogel exhibited lower ultimate tensile strength (0.95
MPa) and the maximum tensile strain (280%) (see Figure 4.14). The extra addition of
supramolecular polymer partially broke the continuously connected network comprising
crystallized region and longer polymer fibers. The frack energy cannot distribute to most fibrils,
the tensile toughness rescued to 170 MJ/m3. Therefore, the hydrogel was broken after being
stretched, and these fibrils were still curly and loosely on the surface (see Figure 4.15 e,f).
The photoluminescence measurement exhibited that the PVA hydrogel without any
luminescence signal, both PVA98.4wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]1.6wt% and PVA95wt%[Ag-MPAEG/DEG]5wt% hydrogels have a stable NIR emission at ~850 nm before and after the tensile test
(see Figure 4.16). The intensity of PVA98.4wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]1.6wt% hydrogel decreased
after the tensile test because the hydrogel film became narrow and thinner.

Figure 4.16. Photoluminescence spectra before and after tensile test of (a) PVA98.4wt%[Ag-MPAEG/DEG]1.6wt% hydrogel, (b) PVA95wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]5wt% hydrogel compared with PVA hydrogel.
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4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we modified the synthesis method to prepare Ag-MPA-EG/DEG
supramolecular gels with an improved NIR emission quantum yield and mechanical properties
with thermal reversible and thixotropy, similar to the Ag-MPA samples reported in chapter 3.
Moreover, we prepared PVA98.4wt%[Ag-MPA-EG/DEG]1.6wt% hydrogel, exhibiting excellent
tensile strengths and NIR photoluminescence at the same time. Since generally PVA-based
hydrogels are bio-compatible, the PVA-Ag-MPA hybrid materials have potential as materials
in scaffolds for tissue engineering for biological imaging and sensors in soft machines.199-200
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5.

Silver thiolates as the precursors for Ag2S thin films

and their charge carrier dynamics
Chapter 5 is based on a manuscript under preparation for publication.

5.1 Introduction
Monoclinic Ag2S has emerged as a promising class of transition metal chalcogenide (TMC)
for optoelectronic and thermoelectric applications, such as sensitized solar cell,201 photoswitch
sensors,202 IR detectors,203 and photoelectrochemical cells,204 thanks to its direct narrow
bandgap (0.9 - 1.1eV)38,37, high optical absorption and remarkable Seebeck coefficient.32, 205-209
For instance, Jo et al.210 pioneered the solution-processed synthesis of ductile semiconducting
Ag2S thin films with remarkable stretchability as high as 14.9%, enabling wrinkled Ag2S-based
memory devices with excellent mechanical stretchability and their further integration with
motion sensors to form self-powered healthcare monitoring systems. Furthermore, using
ductile-metal Ag as buffering layer, Lei et al.211 demonstrated excellent photoelectric
performance retentivity in a Ag2S/Ag/polyimide heterojuction, where the conductivity remains
almost the same after more than 100 cycles of bending tests, allowing robust photodetectors
covering a broad spectral range from ultraviolet to near-infrared. Moreover, Feng et al.212
prepared Ag2S nanosheets by liquid-phase exfoliation and reported remarkable nonlinearity of
250.4 MW cm-2 saturated light intensity and 15.5% modulation depth using a double balance
detection system.
Despite recent advances in optoelectronic and thermoelectric devices, facile and scalable
synthesis of the thin α-Ag2S film remains challenging due to the low solubility of Ag2S in
common solvents.213 Over past decades, several methods have been raised to prepare Ag2S thin
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films such as chemical bath deposition (CBD),46, 214 epitaxially growth,215-216 chemical vapor
deposition,217 spray pyrolysis,218 and electrodeposition.219
Chemical bath deposition is the most widely used method for thin Ag2S film on glass, TiO2,
SnO2, and oxidized polypropylene, since it was first studied by G. A. Kitaev in 1967.46, 214, 220
The typical chemical bath deposition method is that the substrate is immersed into Na2S2O3 and
silver salt solution for the growing of Ag2S on the surface. The thickness of Ag2S layer can be
partially tuned by the volume of the complexing agent and reaction time.221,222 Using the same
precursor as the spray pyrolysis, chemical bath deposition avoids high temperatures at the
substrate and also avoid the high requirement of devices and specific substrate, compared with
epitaxial growth, which need high pure silver and sulfur source and NaCl or MgO cleavage
surface as substrate.215-216, 223
Shen et al.220 used the CBD method to fabricate SnO2/Ag2S sensitized solar cells with a
conversion efficiency of 0.41%. Modified from CBD, Lei et al.224 fabricated poly(3hexylthiophen-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) : Ag2S hybrid solar cell with conversion efficiency of 2.04%.
They covered elemental silver on the Indium tin oxide (ITO) firstly with 60-80 nm silver grains.
Then it was immersed into the sulfur dimethylformamide (DMF) solution. These silver grains
transformed into ordered Ag2S nanosheet arrays with a thickness of 50-60 nm. However, since
these Ag2S nanosheets do not densely stack, it possibly impedes the mobility of the electronhole pair in the whole film. Chen et al.225 fabricated phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester
(PCBM)/P3HT:Ag2S solar cell with improved conversion efficiency to 3.21%. They spincoated the AgNO3 and AgOAc solution on the ITO firstly. Na2S and thiourea solution was
dropped on the substrate afterward. After the excess of solution was removed by water, the
Ag2S covered substrate was heated to 150 °C to improve the crystallinity. The obtained Ag2S
nanoparticles had the size range of 15-70nm and a RMS roughness of 6.8 – 11.2 nm. The
possible reasons of the improvement of the conversion efficiency are not only the more
appropriate p-type materials, but also the quality of Ag2S film.
According to the Shockley-Oueisser theory, the maximum efficiency is found to be 30% for
an energy gap of 1.1 eV.226 The reported conversion efficiency of Cu2S can reach 10.2%,227
SnS can reach 4.63%,228 PbS/CdS can reach 5.59%.229 However, the reported conversion
efficiency of Ag2S is lower (3.21%), and not much research literature is found related to Ag2S
in photovoltaics devices. One of the important reasons is the difficulty in preparing high quality
films with good optoelectric properties produced by facile and scalable methods.
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Therefore, we aimed to design a method to prepare high quality Ag2S thin film, which can
be applied easily on different substrates for optoelectronic applications. To this end, an aqueous
silver thiolate precursor solution was distributed uniformly on a substrate by spin-coating to
form a thin film with thicknesses ranging from 30 nm to 200 nm. After thermal treatment of the
film, the continuous and highly crystalline Ag2S film was obtained.
To investigate their charge transport properties, we performed time- and frequency-resolved
photoconductivity measurements by ultrafast THz spectroscopy. The results disclosed
outstanding mobility of ~150 cm2V-1s-1 and a diffusion length on the order of sub-micrometer
in as-synthesized α-Ag2S thin films. Remarkably, the photoconductivity of α-Ag2S increased
with decreasing temperature, manifesting band-like transport signatures. Notwithstanding the
addition of PVA as the rigid component into Ag-MPA inevitably resulted in a decrease in
charge transport properties, likely by perturbing the crystallization process of α-Ag2S and
separating the conducting domains. The freestanding α-Ag2S thin films still exhibited
satisfactory mobility of ~ 35 cm2V-1s-1, competitive with the highest values reached by other
well-developed TMC thin films.230
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5.2 Experimental part
Chemicals:
All reagents were purchased and used without further purification. Silver nitrate (SigmaAldrich, BioXtra, >99%), 3-mercaptopropionic acid (Aldrich, ≥99%), ethylene glycol (Acros
organics, 99.5%, for analysis), diethylene glycol (Sigma Aldrich, ≥99.0%), acetone (Fisher
Chemical, >=99.8%), poly(vinyl alcohol) (Aldrich, Mw 9000 – 10000, 80% hydrolyzed),
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) (Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer kit).

Methods:
Synthesis of precursor Ag-MPA: 0.645 g of AgNO3 (3.75 mmol), 25 mL of ethylene glycol,
and 25 ml diethylene glycol were added to 100 mL 3-neck-flask. After degassing under vacuum,
0.7 mL of 3-mercaptopropionic acid (7.5 mmol) was injected into the flask under argon
atmosphere, and the temperature was raised to 125 °C. The reaction proceeds for 10 min at
125 °C. Afterward, the mixture was cooled to room temperature to obtain orange precursor AgMPA (we named it as Ag-MPA-EG/DEG(II) in chapter 4. Here, we named it Ag-MPA for the
sake of brevity).
Purification and preparation of Ag-MPA aqueous solution: 30 mL of methyl acetate was
added to 5 mL of the reaction solution. After shaking, the mixture was centrifuged for 5 min at
7000 rpm, the clear supernatant was discarded, and the orange precipitate was washed by
acetone two more times. Then 5 mL of water was added to the precipitate to obtain the aqueous
Ag-MPA solution.
Preparation of thin Ag2S film: An aqueous Ag-MPA solution was drop-cast on the
substrate and spun at 1300 rpm for 30 s to obtain an Ag-MPA film. Afterward, the Ag-MPA
film on the substrate was heated to 180 °C for 10 min to obtain an Ag2S film.
Preparation of PVA-based Ag2S film: 0.55 g poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) were dissolved in
5 mL water to prepare 10 wt% PVA aqueous solution. Then 5 mL prepared Ag-MPA aqueous
solution was mixed with 5 mL 10% PVA aqueous solution to obtain Ag-MPA/PVA aqueous
solution. The prepared Ag-MPA/PVA aqueous solution was dropped on a PDMS substrate and
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dried at 50 °C. Then this film was heated to 180 °C by a hot air dryer to obtain PVA-based
Ag2S film.
PDMS substrate was prepared by casting a PDMS pre-polymer and curing agent (10:1 ratio)
into a petri dish, then curing it at 90 °C for 30 min.

Characterization:
High resolution transmission electron microscopy. HRTEM imaging were recorded using
a FEI Tecnai F20 transmission electron microscope operated at an acceleration voltage of 200
kV.
X-ray diffraction. Powder XRD patterns were collected on a Rigaku SmartLab
Diffractometer, operated with a Cu Kα radiation source (1.540593Å) with increment steps of
0.01°and at 0.3°/min.
Absorption measurements. The absorption spectra were conducted on an Agilent Cary 60
Spectrophotometer.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. XPS measurements were carried out on an Axis Ultra
DLD by Kratos Analytical spectrometer. XPS data were collected with the anode at 10 mA and
15 kV; the analyzer was kept in hybrid mode, and the resolutions were 80eV pass energy for
the survey scans and 20eV pass energy for the high-resolution scans. The binding energy (BE)
scale was referenced to the value of 284.8 eV for the C 1s peak. The standard spin-orbit splitting
of 1.18 eV and a branching ratio of 2:1 (S 2p3/2 : S2 p1/2) was used to fit the S 2p3/2,1/2 doublet.
The standard spin-orbit splitting of 6 eV, and a branching ratio of 3:2 (Ag3d5/2 : Ag3d3/2) was
used to fit the Ag 3d5/2,3/2 doublet.
Atomic force microscopy. AFM was performed on a Dimension Icon FS AFM, with
tapping mode at a scan rate of 0.595 Hz.
Surface profile measurement. The thickness of the film was measured with a OXT-E
surface profile measuring system (Bruker Nano Surfaces Division).
Optical pump-terahertz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy. Time- and frequency-resolved THz
photoconductivity measurements were conducted by an optical pump-terahertz probe (OPTP)
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scheme. A regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifier system generated fundamental laser pulses with
a duration of 50 fs, a repetition rate of 1 kHz, and a central wavelength of 800 nm. The generated
pulses were then splitted into three branches for THz generation, sampling, and optical
excitation. By shedding 800 nm ultrafast laser pulses on a 1 mm thick (110) ZnTe crystal,
single-cycle THz pulses of ~1 ps duration were generated via optical rectification. 400 nm
pulses were used for optical excitation and were generated by frequency doubling the 800 nm
fundamental pulses via a BiB3O6 (BBO) crystal. The time-dependent electrical field of the THz
pulse was mapped out by the electro-optic sampling method.
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5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Preparation and characterization of the Ag2S films
The synthesis of the precursor for the Ag2S films was based on the work shown in chapter
4. Using Ag(NO)3 as the silver source and 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) as thiol ligand, we
synthesized silver thiolates (Ag-MPA) in ethylene glycol and diethylene glycol and purified
and transferred this sample to the water. This aqueous Ag-MPA solution was spin-coated on
slid substrates to prepare thin films (see Figure 5.1 a).

Figure 5.1. (a) Schematic presentation of solution-processed synthesis of Ag-MPA and Ag2S thin films.
Schematic representation of the crystal structures of (b) Ag-MPA and (c) Ag2S. Monoclinic (space group
P21/c) unit cell of Ag2S with an acanthite structure (only the atoms entering into the unit cell and the
nearest bonds between them,

The PXRD measurements revealed regular diffraction signals at ~4.1°, 8.1°, and 12.1°(see
Figure 5.2 a), which can be interpreted in terms of a thin film of Ag-MPA with a lamellar
microstructure, in which the Ag and S atoms occur regularly stacked layers with an interlayer
distance of ~20 Å.166 In this configuration, the thiol ligand MPA evenly distributed on both
sides of the Ag-S layer exhibiting gauche and trans conformation (see Figure 5.2 b). The
terminating carboxyl groups partially coordinated to EG and partially coordinated to DEG via
hydrogen bonds, which “hold together” the Ag-MPA layers.
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By heating the thin films of Ag-MPA to 180 °C for 10 min, the Ag-MPA precursor
decomposed and was transformed to Ag2S. The absorption spectra of the thin Ag2S films
exhibited an intense absorption in the visible range. At the same time, the two characteristic
absorption shoulders typically presented in Ag-MPA spectra (that were associated with a donoracceptor charge transfer from sulfur atoms to silver ions and metallophilic attraction between
silver atoms, see chapter 3) disappeared, which means the pyrolysis of the Ag-MPA precursor
was efficient.173-174 PXRD showed the disappearance of the regular stacking peaks in Ag-MPA
and the appearance of the characteristic α-Ag2S diffraction signals (see Figure 5.2 a).

Figure 5.2. (a) PXRD patterns of Ag-MPA and Ag2S. (b) Absorption spectra of Ag-MPA and Ag2S.

The prepared film of Ag2S was polycrystal. The HRTEM images showed that the interplanar
crystal spacing is 2.4 Å and 3.39 Å, corresponding to the (013) and (012) crystal lattice of αAg2S (see Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3. HRTEM images of Ag2S.
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The XP spectra of S 2p of the Ag2S film showed that the dominant state of S stems from
Ag2S (~86%), with a small amount of Ag-MPA (~14%) left (see Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4. (a) High-resolution XP-spectra of S 2p of Ag2S, solid lines represent the signals stemming
from S 2p3/2, dash lines represent the signals stemming from S 2p1/2; (b) Overall XPS survey spectra for
Ag2S.

By employing AFM before and after thermal treatment, I aimed to get a better picture of the
films’ surface. The Ag-MPA film exhibited a microscopic fibers-like structure with a root mean
square (RMS) roughness of 7 nm. After thermal treatment, relatively coarse crystals could be
seen, and the RMS roughness increased a little bit to 11 nm (see Figure 5.5), demonstrating its
potential for device-relevant applications (as shown above, Chen et al.225 improved the
conversion efficiency of Ag2S based solar cell by preparation film with RMS roughness 6.8 –
11.2 nm).231-232
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Figure 5.5. AFM image of Ag-MPA and Ag2S film on the glass substrate, insert is the picture of AgMPA and Ag2S film on the glass substrate.

The SEM image of the Ag2S film was measured to assess the surface morphology (see Figure
5.6). The fiber-like structure seems to be partially retained in the recrystallized Ag2S particles,
which densely covered the ITO surface.

Figure 5.6. SEM image of Ag2S thin film on ITO. The average Ag2S grain size is ~80 nm.
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5.3.2 The charge carrier dynamics of Ag2S film
To shed light on the microscopic charge transport properties of Ag-MPA and α-Ag2S thin
films, we employed ultrafast optical pump-THz probe (OPTP) spectroscopy to probe their timeand frequency-resolved photoconductivity. As an all-optical technique, OPTP spectroscopy
accesses the conductivity of materials of interest in a contact-free fashion and thus is in
particular powerful for exploring the nature of charge transport in nanomaterials.233 In a typical
OPTP measurement, an ultrafast (~50 fs) laser pulse of 3.1 eV optically injects charge carriers
into α-Ag2S films following the interband transition. Subsequently, a collinearly propagating,
single-cycle THz pulse (~1 ps) drives photogenerated free charge carriers oscillating, leading
to THz attenuation due to free carrier absorption. The relative change of the THz electric field
( −𝛥𝐸/𝐸 ) is proportional to the photoconductivity (∆𝜎) following the thin film
approximation234(as shown in Equation 5.1):

∆𝜎 = −

𝑛+1
𝑍0 ⋅𝑙

⋅

∆𝐸
𝐸

Equation 5.1

𝑛: represents the refractive index of the fused silica substrate in the THz range, 𝑛 = 1.95;
𝑍0 : the impedance of vacuum, 𝑍0 = 377 Ω;
𝑙: the optical penetration depth.
Figure 5.7 compares the photoconductivity dynamics of Ag-MPA and α-Ag2S thin films at
the same absorbed photon density of ~3.4 × 1014 cm-2. Upon excitation, the optically injected
charge carriers in Ag-MPA thin film exhibited a finite photoconductivity of ~20 S/m and a
lifetime of ~1 ps. By contrast, photogenerated charge carriers in the α-Ag2S thin film showed
as ~300 times higher photoconductivity and a substantially longer lifetime, demonstrating their
bright perspectives in photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications.
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Figure 5.7. THz photoconductivity of Ag2S and Ag-MPA thin films. Time-resolved THz
photoconductivity of Ag2S thin film (black line) and Ag-MPA thin film (red line, 300 times multiplied
amplitude). Samples are excited by a 400 nm pulsed laser with the same absorbed photon density of
~3.4 × 1014 cm-2, and their photoconductivity is probed by a single-cycle THz pulse under the dry N2
environment.

To further elucidate their charge transport properties, we measured the frequency-resolved
complex photoconductivity at ~1 ps after the maximum photoconductivity. Figure 5.8 shows
the real and imaginary components as a function of frequency for α-Ag2S and Ag-MPA thin
films, respectively. In both cases, the frequency-resolved complex photoconductivity
manifested a real positive component and a negative imaginary component and could be
phenomenologically described by the Drude-Smith (DS) model (represented by the solid and
dash lines in Figure 5.8 a and Figure 5.8 b). The DS model considers charge transport restricted
by the spatial confinement, e.g. preferential backscattering at grain boundaries or defects in the
materials, and can be written as Equation 5.2:
2𝜀 𝜏
𝜔𝑝
0

𝑐

σ(𝜔) = 1−𝑖𝜔𝜏 (1 + 1−𝑖𝜔𝜏)

Equation 5.2

𝜔𝑃 : the plasma frequency;
𝜏: effective carrier scattering time;
𝜀0 : vacuum permittivity;
𝑐: the probability of backscattering, with values spanning from 0 (for isotropic scattering) to
-1 (for preferential scattering).
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The DS fit to the data yields 𝜏 of 39 ± 2 fs and 42 ± 4 fs, and 𝑐 parameters of -0.49 ± 0.01
and -0.92 ±0.02 for α-Ag2S and Ag-MPA thin films, respectively. Given the inferred scattering
time and 𝑐 parameter, we estimated the DC mobility (𝜇) of α-Ag2S thin film to be ~150 cm2 V1 -1

s following Equation 5.3.
𝑒𝜏

𝜇 = 𝑚∗ × (1 + 𝑐)

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 5.3

𝑒: the elementary charge;
m*: the effective charge carrier mass obtained from reference m* = 0.23 m0.235
To justify the obtained mobility based on the DS analysis, we further calculated the mobility
by thin film approximation, as shown in Equation 5.1. This gives rise to φ·
μ = 17.3 cm2 V-1 s-1,
with φ ranging from 0 to 1 stands for the photon-to-charge conversion ratio.

Figure 5.8. Frequency-resolved THz photoconductivity of (a) Ag2S thin film and (b) Ag-MPA thin film
measured at ~1 ps after the maximum photoconductivity. The solid and dash lines represent the DrudeSmith model describing the real and imaginary components of the complex THz photoconductivity,
respectively.

Along with the remarkable charge mobility, another figure of merit of α-Ag2S that would
benefit photovoltaic applications lies in the long charge carrier lifetime or the low decay rate.
Depending on the charge carrier density in the material, charge carriers can recombine via
distinct channels such as monomolecular recombination, bimolecular recombination, and
Auger recombination. To unveil the charge recombination rates associated with different
recombination channels, we performed pump-fluence dependent photoconductivity dynamics
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for an α-Ag2S thin film with incident pump fluences ranging from 4.4 to 82.5 μJ/cm2. As shown
in Figure 5.9, the photoconductivity decayed faster at elevated pump fluences, as a result of the
more pronounced contributions from the higher-order decay channels (e.g. bimolecular and
Auger recombination).148, 236

Figure 5.9. Charge carrier dynamics of Ag2S thin films at varied charge carrier concentrations.
Fluence-dependent THz photoconductivity dynamics of Ag2S thin film following 3.1 eV excitations, with
incident pump fluences ranging from 4.4 to 82.5 μJ/cm2. The solid lines represent a global fitting to the
recombination rates equation as discussed in the main text. The recombination rates k 1, k2 and k3 are
extracted to be 2.08×109 s-1, 7.13×10-10 cm3 s-1 and 1.19×10-29 cm6 s-1, respectively.

To clarify the charge carrier density-dependent recombination rates, we globally fitted the
pump fluence dependent photoconductivity dynamics with the coupled rate Equation 5.4:
𝑑𝑛(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘1 𝑛 − 𝑘2 𝑛2 − 𝑘3 𝑛3

Equation 5.4

𝑛(𝑡): the charge carrier density at the pump-probe delay 𝑡;
𝑘1 : the monomolecular recombination rate coefficient accounting for the trapping-related
process;
𝑘2 : the bimolecular recombination rate coefficient originating from the recombination of
electron-hole pairs;
𝑘3 : the Auger recombination rate coefficient.
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Based on the global fitting, 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , and 𝑘3 were calculated to be 2.08×109 s-1, 7.13×10-10
cm3 s-1, and 1.19×10-29 cm6 s-1, respectively. This gives rise to the total decay rate (𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ), as
shown in Figure 5.10 a (black line). The high charge mobility 𝜇 and the low recombination rate
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 motivated us to further estimate the diffusion length 𝐿 in α-Ag2S thin film (Equation 5.5).
𝜇𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑒
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑛)

𝐿(𝑛) = √𝑅

Equation 5.5

𝑘𝐵 : the Boltzmann constant;
𝑇: the measurement temperature.
Figure 5.10 b, plotted the lower bound limit of 𝐿 as a function of carrier density by adopting
the photon to charge branching ratio 𝜑 = 1. We found that the lower bound limit of 𝐿 was
already around 500 nm at relatively low charge carrier densities (< 1019 cm-3).

Figure 5.10. (a) Charge carrier decay rates of Ag2S thin films at varied charge carrier concentrations.
Here φ stands for the photon-to-charge conversion ratio representing the number of charges created
per absorbed photon. (b) Charge carrier diffusion length of Ag2S thin films as a function of charge
carrier concentration.

To provide more insights into the charge transport mechanism, we recorded
photoconductivity dynamics of α-Ag2S thin film at varying temperatures, ranging from 350 K
to 78 K. As shown in Figure 5.11 a, the photoconductivity increased with decreasing
𝑑𝜇

temperature. The negative temperature coefficient of conductivity ( 𝑑𝑇 < 0) suggests that
photogenerated charge carriers migrated in α-Ag2S thin films following band-like transport.
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The power law fitting between the maximum photoconductivity and temperature (see Figure
5.10 b) yielded a power index close to -1, implying that both phonon and impurity scattering
limited the motion of charge carriers in α-Ag2S.237

Figure 5.11. Temperature-dependent THz photoconductivity of Ag2S thin films. (a) Temperaturedependent time-resolved THz photoconductivity dynamics of Ag2S thin films following 400 nm excitation
with a fixed incident pump fluence of 1.8 μJ/cm2. (b) The maximum THz photoconductivity as a function
of temperature. The dashed line represents the power law fitting to the data.

5.3.3 The characterization of freestanding Ag2S film
To realize freestanding Ag2S films, I mixed aqueous Ag-MPA solutions with PVA, similar
to what I outlined in chapter 4. Here the idea is that the PVA component provides excellent
mechanical stability and a scaffold for the formation of Ag2S from Ag-MPA in order to realize
self-supported films with all the beneficial features of Ag2S films after pyrolysis of Ag-MPA
on the PVA matrix. The PXRD spectra of as-synthesized PVA-Ag2S film exhibited a broad
halo at ~19.3°associated with the semicrystalline nature of PVA and diffraction signal of
crystalline α-Ag2S (Figure 5.12 a).
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Figure 5.12. Synthesis and THz photoconductivity of Ag2S-PVA thin film. (a) PXRD patterns of pure
PVA thin film and Ag2S-PVA thin film. (b) AFM image of Ag2S-PVA thin film. (c) A picture of an assynthesized freestanding PVA-Ag2S thin film with a length of ~3 cm. (d) A picture of bending an assynthesized freestanding PVA-Ag2S thin film with exceptional flexibility. (e) Frequency-resolved THz
photoconductivity of freestanding PVA-Ag2S thin film measured at ~1 ps after the maximum
photoconductivity. The sample is excited by a 400 nm pulsed laser with an incident pump fluence of 3.3
μJ/cm2. The solid and dash lines represent the Drude-Smith model describing the real and imaginary
components of the complex THz photoconductivity, respectively.

The resulting PVA-Ag2S film exhibited a flat surface with an extremely low RMS roughness
of 635 pm (Figure 5.12 b), a lateral length of ~3 cm (Figure 5.12 c), and retained structural
integrity during bending (Figure 5.12 d). Frequency-resolved complex photoconductivity for
the freestanding Ag2S-PVA thin film could also be well-described by the Drude-Smith model
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as discussed above, yielding 𝜏 of 42 ±4 fs and 𝑐 of -0.92 ±0.02, respectively. Compared to the
supported α-Ag2S film, the addition of PVA led to an increase in the absolute value of 𝑐
parameter, while 𝜏 remains almost the same within the experimental error. This led to a
decrease of mobility of ~35 cm2V-1s-1 in the DC limit, still exceptional for typical conducting
polymers that used for flexible electronics. The reduced mobility may arise from the disturbed
crystallization process of α-Ag2S and the separation of the conducting α-Ag2S domains, as
consequences of the introduction of PVA. Further tailoring the relative ratio between the
aqueous Ag-MPA solution and PVA and optimizing the crystallization conditions may help to
increase the mobility of freestanding Ag2S-PVA thin films.
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5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we demonstrated a solution-processed synthesis path for α-Ag2S thin films
by employing aqueous Ag-MPA solutions as the precursor and subsequently investigated their
charge transport properties by ultrafast THz spectroscopy. During heating, Ag-MPA converted
into α-Ag2S by pyrolysis of S-C bonds and rearrangement of Ag and S atoms, producing wafersized, highly crystalline α-Ag2S thin films. Further improvements can be expected when the
thermal treatment is optimized for removing all Ag-MPA to obtain higher purified Ag2S thin
films. THz photoconductivity measurements revealed that the photogenerated charge carriers
migrated in α-Ag2S thin films by band-like transport with exceptional mobility of ~150 cm2V1 -1

s . To produce free-standing films, we blended Ag-MPA with PVA in thin films and converted

the Ag-MPA into α-Ag2S. While this approach indeed yielded free-standing films, the
introduction of PVA slightly hampered the charge transport properties. Nevertheless, the
freestanding α-Ag2S/PVA thin film still exhibited decent mobility of ~35 cm2V-1s-1, promising
for flexible electronics and optoelectronics.
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6.

Conclusion
In this thesis, new lamellar silver thiolates (Ag-MPA) were designed and produced with

reversible temperature-dependent, blue-to-near infrared optical transitions. The structural
flexibility of Ag-MPA is responsible for the gauche - trans conformation transitions that lead
to the thermally addressable optical transitions. The polymer-like nature of Ag-MPA makes upscaling the reaction feasible and allows for facile processing. The temperature-dependent, fully
reversible optical transitions, spanning the blue-to-NIR range, unveil many new possibilities
for applications ranging from bio-imaging to optoelectronics. Furthermore, reactions carried
out at high precursor concentrations lead to the in situ formation of Ag-MPA gels.
With further modifications, silver thiolate supramolecular gels were obtained with enhanced
NIR fluorescence quantum yield without sacrificing the intrinsically low toxicity and good
water solubility. The mechanical properties could be improved and tuned significantly by the
blending of Ag-MPA with poly(vinyl alcohol) due to its excellent compatibility with aqueous
poly(vinyl alcohol) solution. This bio-compatible strong gel can be applied in many biomedical
fields, such as drug delivery, imaging in vivo, and wound dressing.
Furthermore, since the product after thermal treatment of silver thiolate coordination
polymer is silver sulfide, silver thiolates are interesting precursors to prepare silver sulfide thin
films. Thin film from silver thiolates can be easily prepared by spin-coating thanks to the
polymer character. The thickness can be controlled by the concentration and spinning speed.
This, the pyrolysis route of silver thiolates for smooth Ag2S thin films, is versatile and can be
applied on different substrates. Employing ultrafast terahertz spectroscopy, it was revealed that
photogenerated charge carriers migrate in supported α-Ag2S thin films following band-like
transport, with a high intrinsical mobility of ~150 cm2V-1s-1 and a diffusion length exceeding
0.4 μm. A new method was developed to synthesize self-supported films of α-Ag2S by first
blending Ag-MPA with PVA, followed by pyrolysis to obtain freestanding α-Ag2S thin films,
which exhibit decent mobility of ~35 cm2V-1s-1, being competitive with the highest values
achieved by flexible films based on TMCs. These results pave the way for utilizing α-Ag2S thin
films as flexible and versatile materials towards wearable optoelectronic and thermoelectric
devices.
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